Literary Supplement Published
Clemson Colleges first literary effort in over
a score of years appears in this week's paper on
pages six and seven. The supplement is the effort
of the newly former Literary Guild which should
receive the support of all students interested in
writing.
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Student Body Officers And Senior Council Elected

Junior-Senior To Feature
Joni James, Charlie Barnet
Harrison Salisbury Presents
Second Series Lecture Mon.

CD A Announces Formal Dance
Friday, Informal On Saturday

By JOHN LONG
RCA-Victor, Capitol, Columbia ro's in Miami.
Tiger Asst. News Editor
and Decca.
Pulitzer prize winning HarriJoni James began her career
CDA has announced that Joni
son Salisbury, former Moscow
Following her arrival on the in show business as1 a dancer, not
James and Charlie Barnet and his
correspondent of the New York
orchestra both nationally billed national entertainment scene in a singer. She toured with a
Times, will speak in the college
artists,
will be featured for the the fall of 1952, Joni James' rep- troupe entertaining at Canadians
chapel Monday at 11 a. m. to
Junior-Senior Dance weekend May utation Skyrocketed. Since her exhibitions and fairs, but
her
conclude the Spring Lecture Se13-14.
step to fame she has established dancing career came to an abrupt
ries.
Charlie Barnett — expert saxo- herself as a leading vocalist on halt when she underwent surgery
Mr. Salisbury's long newspaphonist, revolutionist in modern
per career with the Times began
every popularity and sales chart. for appendicitis.
jazz and compiler of such favoin the closing days of the twenBarely six weeks after its reUnable to continue dancing Joni
rites
as
"Deep
Purple"
and
ties when the Times carried a
"Charleston" — will present his lease in 1952 '"Why Don't You developed an act which featured
front page report of his being
All-Stars for the Friday evening Believe Me" made the number singing as a temporary measure.
fired from the editorship of Mindance.
nesota's daily for "smoking a
one spot on every poll, and Joni After her first club date singing
Joni James (the "Joni" result- was halied as the new "Miss the response to her warm, throacigarette in the University lied
from
a
typographical
error
in
brary."
ty voice was so enthusiastic that
America of Music."
a school paper, and the "James"
In the 20 years which lapsed
She was immediately booked she decided to continue singing.
was
given
her
by
a
modeling
between that episode and his apThe CDA said that the Saturagency; her real name is Joan into one after another of the napointment as Moscow corresponBabbo) will perform during the tion's leading cafes and thea- day night dance will be formal
dent, Mr. Salisbury has covered
Saturday night dance. She will be tres — Blinstrub's in Boston, and the Friday evening dance
some exciting news stories. In
assisted
by Bill Kanauff, a mu- Pittsburgh's Copa Club and Ci- will be informal, as usual.
1930 he went to work for United
sical group from Charlotte, N. C.
Press in Chicago to cover the
Frank
Eskeridge, publicity
tail end of the gang wars in the
HARRISON SALISBURY
chairman of the • Central Dance
Prohibition Era.
Association, said that the block
One of the outstanding stories
Mr. Salisbury later expanded
of this period which Mr. Salis- his original series of articles into ticket including both dances will
bury covered was the income tax an eminently readable book call be $7.00. Individual tickets will be
evasion trial of Al Capone. He ed American in Russia. The book $4.50 for Friday night and $3.50 for
Saturday night.
later covered the story of the as- was published early in 1955.
Charlie Barnet began his musassination of Senator Huey
In 1957, Salisbury made a pro- sical career at the age of sixLong and ensuing excitement in longed fact-finding visit to the
By ZIP GRANT
teen. Already an expert saxophoLouisiana.
Soviet satellite countries of Eas- nist, he organized a five-piece
Tiger News Writer
During World War n, Mr. tern Europe, visiting Yugoslavia,
band and entertained on 22 crossCoker, Carolina, Furman, Columbia, Anderson ColSalisbury was appointed Lon- Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Rum- ings of a trans-atlantic ocean
don Manager of the United mania, Poland, Bulgaria, and Allege—these are just a few of the schools that will be
liner.
Press and Director of the Eu- bania. He was the first American
Student Body elected the above men to Student Government offices Tuesday. In the top
Barnet later broke off his fami- represented by acts in the Junior Follies which will be
ropean
coverage
in
1943.
Specphoto Angus McGregor, left, and Bob Lawrence, right, exchange congratulations on being
foreign correspondent to have vis- ly relations and despite parental held in the Field House Apr. 28 at 8 p.m.
ial assignments took him to ited the latter country in about
elected Student Body president and vice-president respectively. Members of next year's
objections, chose to continue his
The Follies, an annual high
Senior Council in lower photo are seated left to right Jim Youngblood, Lee Floyd and Carrol
North Africa and to Teheran 12 years.
career in the jazz cradle of New
and Alex Jenkins, a pre-mediDantzler and standing left to right Bert Wood, Mac McTeer and John Vaughn. (Tiger photo cover the Big Four meeting
Returning to America once Orleans. Unable to advance in light of the spring, is the only
cine
major from Columbia.
tos by Jerry Stafford.)
there.
again, Salisbury began an in- the New Orleans school, he again show of its type at Clemson. It
In 1944, Mr. Salisbury made tensive investigation of
Some acts which have been
the organized a group of his own and
features variety with a primary tentatively scheduled border on
his first visit to Russia, spend- problems of juvenile delinquency
headed for the road.
emphasis upon singing and dan- the sensational. Acts such as &
ing eight months there visiting and wrote a series of articles on
His interpretation of modern
various liberated cities and front teenage street gangs, their hang- jazz was considered revolution- cing. The song and dance acts skit by 50 Chi Omega girls from
areas and traveling over a large outs, their schools, and their ary. As Barnet puts it, "We have proved time and time again Carolina and Ginger Durham,
area to visit the Russian steel homes. From this survey came most deciedly did not fit in the. to be the favorites of the student a vocalist from Greenville.
munitions and aircraft factor the book The Shook-Up Gener- potted palm rooms and more oft- body.
The newly discovered quartet
Angus McGregor was elected neering junior of Holly Hill; Lee pre-medicine junior of Manning
ies.
During the past few years, the which sings with the Jungaation, in 1958.
en than not we wound up with
by the students of Clemson to Ployd, industrial management
The number of votes cast in Mr. Salisbury was accompan
Junior Follies has gained the leers will also be featured.
In 1959, he returned to the the pots on our heads."
serve as their president of the junior from Columbia;
Robert the election Tuesday was the largied on his trip into Russia by Soviet Union for a new survey Barnet finally became an over- reputation not only at Clemson, These boys prove to he very
student body for the school year Hill, chemical engineer of Jack- est ever recorded in an election
Eric Johnston, head of the Un- of conditions there. During his night sensation at the New York's but throughout the surrounding popular at their debut at
1960-61. Angus, an arts and sci- son.
at Clemson — a total of 1371
Also, Malcolm McTeer, ap- The record established in the re ited States Chamber of Com- four months of travel he made a Famous Door. His exciting and area, for being a professional- Spring Sounds. Their sound
ences junior from Hopkins, was
merce. The two traveled through long visit to the little known original recordings caught on im- like presentation and this year is considered to be a near perunopposed in the contest. He re- plied mathematics junior of ferendum for Clemson representthe Urals, Siberia, and Central land of Mongolia. The most re- mediately and the Charlie Barnet seems to be no exception.
Hartsville;
John
Richard
fect emulation of the Four
ceived 1125 votes for the office.
ative to the Bluebonnet Bowl in
became
nationally
Serving as vice-president of the Vaughn, arts and sciences ma- December still remains the issue Asia, as well as the forbidden cent of his Soviet assignments orchestra
Already, interest has been Freshmen.
student body next year will be jor from Fountain Inn; Bert on which the largest number of cities of Samarkand and Tash- was as one of the newspapermen known.
generated in the show, perhaps
From Clemson, the even-popuaccompanying Soviet premier Now a veteran of two decades as a result of Spring Sounds
Bob Lawrence, ceramic engineer- Wood, pre-medicine junior of Clemson students have ever vot- kent.
: lar Tiger Tones' along with the
Mr.
Salisbury
has
traveled
Nikita
Khrushchev
on
his
visit
to
in
the
band
business,
the
jazz
Cayce;
and
Jim
Youngblood,
ing junior of Brevard, N. C. Bob
which recently enjoyed success Blue Notes will provide entered.
more extensively in the Soviet the United States.
maestro has made albums with on the campus.
defeated Dick Harvin, mechanical arts and sciences junior from
tainment for the troops. Also
spondent
except
Walter
Dur; engineer from Hartsville, in the Columbia.
When questioned about the some Clemson students from InUnion than any other correThe three students involved in
race by a vote of 783 to 531.
participation of the junior dia—along with some Indian
anty, one of his predecessors.
Seven members of Senior Coun- the run-off were Don Greer, texclass-members in the produc- girls from Winthrop—will preSince
his
appointment
to
the
cil were chosen in the election. tile management junior of Spartion of the Follies, Ken Powell, sent an Indian folk dance.
position of Moscow CorreA run-off for the eighth position tanburg; Harvey Newton, ceraPresident of the Junior Class,
spondent in 1949, he has obmajor from
Linda Taylor, a vocalist from.
jpas held yesterday. Elected were mic engineering
I wish to commend the student hody on the exsaid, "We really need more Anderson College, will be retaained a vast knowledge of
uarroll Dantzler, electrical engi- Hartsville; and Joe Thompson
Nominations for class officers
cellent support of our new Lecture Series as shown
juniors to work on this project. membered from last year as she
Soviet-American relations.
will be held Tuesday at 7 p.m.
Although we have a number of sings once again at Clemson.
At the end of the war, Mr. Salhy the large attendance at the lecture hy Dr. C.
competent workers, we can al- Miss Taylor, a former Miss AnElections will be April 21, the first isbury returned to the United
Northcote Parkinson.
ways use more because of the derson, sounds very much like
Thursday after the holidays, with States to become Foreign News
There is every indication that this new venture
magnitude of this undertak- Joni James.
Editor of the United Press, covrunoffs the following Tuesday. The
at Clemson will mean much to the College and to
ering the inaugural conference
ing."
A trio from Furman which is
results of the election will be an of the United Nations in San
the student hody in the years ahead and your conHe added that this year's show known as the Three Freshmen
nounced
at
lunch
Wednesday.
Francisco
and
following
United
Assistant Dean of Students, duct interviews before making
would be clean wholesome enter- will offer their vocal talents.
tinued support will be appreciated.
Richard C. Armstrong, has an- the final decision. All applicants
tainment and encouraged stu- This relatively new group has
Rising sophomores will meet in Nations sessions until 1948.
The
next
lecture
will
be
given
on
Apr.
11
by
Soon after his return to the
nounced that applications for will be advised of their status as Room 1 Chemistry Building under
dents to date to the production, reportedly been very impressive
Mr. Harrison Salisbury who will speak on "The
United States, Mr. Salisbury
summer session and the 1960-61 the selection process develops.
The Junior Follies is under the in their past appearances.
the
supervision
of
the
present
wrote a long series of penetrahall counselor positions may Final selections will be announcComing Conflict Between Russia and China." Arcapable and experienced direc
sophomore class president. Rising ting articles for the Times callA group of tap dancers from
now be picked up in the Assis- ed late in May.
rangements are being made to improve the Public
torship of George Johnson, an Coker will perform at the FolConsideration will be limit- juniors meet in Room 118 Chem- ed "Russia Re-Viewed." As
tant Dean of Students' Office on
industrial management major lies. These girls are very proAddress System prior to April 11.
the second floor of the student ed to rising juniors and sen- istry Building with the present a. result of these articles, the
from Greenwood.
Co-Directors ficient at tap dancing and with
Sincerely,
correspondent won the Pulitiors who have a cumulative
|>- center.
junior class president. Rising zer Prize in 1954 for excellence
are Dick Harvin, mechanical en- their varied routines this act
In order for an applicant to GPR of 2.0 or better, or who
Robert C. Edwards, President
gineering major from Hartsville, could very well be one of the
be given consideration, his ap- compiled at least a 2.5 during seniors meet in room 220 Hardin In foreign reporting.
top acts of the show.
plication must be returned to the their last regularly enrolled Hall with the present senior class
same office no later than Apr. semester
president.
The versatile Fainettes, a danPreference will be given to
19.
cing group composed of Daniel
Each
class
shall
nominate
not
Within a few days after the single students who have demHigh School Girls, will also be in
applications have been submit- onstrated above average leader- more than four officers for the
the line-up.
ship
abilities
and
interests
durted, a selection committee conpositions of president, vice-presiJunior Follies is produced and
sisting of the president of the ing their college and high school dent, secretary and treasurer,
coordinated by Clemson students
council of hall counselors, dorm- careers.
and at least five but not more
without outside help.
Many
It is suggested that interested
itory manager, and assistant
than
ten candidates for class
hours of work have already gone
students
obtain
a
small
photodean of students will receive
into the production of this show
recommendations from the ap- graph to be submitted along with representative.
and it will be a direct reflection
plicants' respective hall counse- the application.
In the event that more than the
upon the capabilities of the stuThis information supercedes
lors and evaluate each applicadents.
tion in the process of determin- all other that has appeared in maximum number of candidates
ing who is qualified for further print or has been given orally are nominated, then those present
The Director of the show,
by staff in the Office of Student shall vote for one candidate for
consideration.
George Johnson, stated that
The second step will be to con- | Affairs.
this will be the best Junior
the positions of class officers and
Follies to hit the campus. He
five candidates for the position of
enthusiastically said that with
class representatives. The
four
the cooperation of the stunominees for class office or ten
dents, it could be the best two
hours of entertainment to
for class representative receiving
ever he presented at Clemson.
the highest number of votes shall
appear on the ballot.
He also reiterated Powell's
Clemson Board of Trustees are dead serious in our determiplea for more help from the
There
are
only
two
restrictions
voted to increase student fees by nation that a better paid faculty
members of the Junior Class in
placed on the candidates are that
$74.40 per year at its regular will be a better faculty."
putting on this show.
they run for offices in their own
President
Edwards
advised
the
April meeting in Columbia yesTickets will be sold in the dorclass
and
that
person
can
hold
Trustees that applications for
terday.
mitories and in the dining hall
two
positions
simultaneously
in
Clemson's September freshman
for $.50. This seems like a very
The resultant revenue will be
class are running ahead of pre- Student Government (Student As
worth while investment for two
applied to faculty salaries on a
sembly,
Senior
Council
and
Exe
vious years and that of approxihours of solid entertainment.
strict individual merit basis. R.
cutive
Committee.)
mately 1,450 applicants, more
M. Cooper, Clemson Board presthan 1,100 have taken and passident pointed out that, including
ed the entrance examinations.
SENIORS MUST MEASURE
the increase, the cost yearly tuThe College's governing body
ition is still under $900 to a resi- also devoted attention studies of
FOR CAPS AND GOWNS
dent of the state.
overall institutional fiscal matSeniors must measure for
Speaker at the monthly meetIk In commenting on the Trus- ters and to a review of campus
caps and gowns no later than
ing
of
the
Industrial
Managetees' action, President R. C. Ed- construction involving the dorApr. 14. Meeting room 5 will
wards said, "We are delighted mitory addition, the just-begun ment Auxiliary was Mrs. Charles The second production of Spring Sounds featured the above addition to these two groups the show included the Blue
be open each afternoon until
Notes,
Jungaleers
and
other
outstanding
campus
musical
Rice,
Auxiliary
Advisor.
This
students in musical acts. On the left is Gene Moorehead and
that these long overdue salary physics building and the reloca4:30 o'clock for this purpose.
performers. (Tiger photo by Alex McCormack)
meeting
was
held
Apr.
7
at
the
Danny
Hollis;
on
the
right
is
Jimmy
Kizer,
Joan
Miller,
Gene
increases are now possible, and tion of some campus roads.
Clemson House.
Gibson and Randy Mishoe who comprise the -Bengals. In

Annual Junior Follies
Will Be Held April 28

Student Body, Senior Council Elections Poll
Largest Electoral Vote In Campus History

Class Officer
Nominations Due
Tuesday Evening

From The President

Hall Counselor Applications
Must Be Filed Before Apr. 19

Appear In Second Production Of Spring Sounds

Board Of Trustees
Votes Tuition Increase

Mrs. Rice Speaks
To IM Auxiliary
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EDITORIALS

Talk Of The Town

Lagging Educational System
Cause For Public Awakening

816 BROTHER
IS
WATCHING You

Inauguration Ceremony Would Add Dignity And
Bring Back Interest In Student Government
The President of the Student Body of ment.
It would also be beneficial to the stuClemson College. What does this mean
to the average Clemson Man? Perhaps dents. Besides letting each one see their
not nearly so much as it should. He is President personally, they would have
the one Clemson student who has been the feeling that he is going to work for
chosen by his fellow students to lead and with them, and not against. It
them. He is their commander-in-chief. would also help to bring these students
In the past four years we have seen not closely in contact with the present
the importance of this office digress Student Government, back to the feeling
slowly but steadily. Each year it means that they too are a part of Student Government. They would be more willing
less and less.
What are the reasons for this digres- to offer their services when called upon
sion? Perhaps there are many! The and to offer suggestions and criticisms
latter is probably the case. There are a when they are warranted.
What would this inauguration conmulitude of reasons, too many to relate
in this editorial. We wish only to speak sist of? It could be started off with the
of one possible cure—an inauguration reading of the responsibilities of the
ceremony for the President and Vice
office. Then a Clemson Creed could be
President of the Clemson Student Body.
written. With the past President preThis is one dignified tradition that
Clemson has long been lacking. With siding, he could repeat it and pledge his
this inauguration may come the revival unselfish service to the Student Body.
of some of the importance and dignity of This is only a rough outline. The details
the offices. It would also bind each of- • could be worked out by a committee
ficer to a pledge to do all in his power set up by the present Student Governto further the student body. It would ment.
It is our feeling that Clemson should
instill in him a spirit of thinking about
those who look to him for leadership in- have and needs some sort of inaugurastead of himself. It would give him the tion ceremony. This would be a fine
feeling that he should serve, go out of tradition—one that would mean much to
his way, and use wisdom in his judg- the entire Clemson Student Body.

Salisbury Lecture Promises To Be Interesting
thing we can only speculate on. There
are several who believe that the conflict is soon coming—that time when
they will be butting heads. It could
mean disaster for both or it could mean
the establishment of the largest country
in the world. Since we do not claim to
be an expert on this subject, we will go
on no longer.

The next subject is one that has been
brought up and kicked around before
and we ask that you bear with us. We
will make it as short as possible—that of
the College Lecture Series. As you
probably have heard many times already, the second lecture of the semester
will be held Monday at 11 a.m.
This lecture promises to be more serious in nature and of vital interest to all
Clemson students. It will be on Russia
and China (and the speaker is an authority on this subject). As you well
know these are two of the largest countries in the world. They each possess
a tremendous amount of land and a
great population. Just how long each of
their quests will run parallel is some-

We ask that everyone turn out to
hear Mr. Salisbury lecture. It will be
most interesting and informative. We
commend the students for their fine
turnout at the first lecture and hope that
the attendance will be even greater
Monday. As usual a shortened class schedule will be followed. Don't miss it—
you may regret it.

Turnout To Vote Good, But Could Be Better
We would like to commend the students for their fine turnout at the recent
elections, alt is an improvement—but
it could be better. These are the men
who will be leading you next year. It
is our duty to see that those best qualified assume those positions. It is the
responsibility of the entire student body.
Let's keep up the trend toward a more
active interest in elections and student
government as a whole.

As you know class officers will be
nominated next week. At the student
body nominations a poor turnout showed up. Let's turnout in mass to each of
our respective class nominations. Then,
when elections roll around after holidays, let's set a record. Let's show everyone that we are interested in what's
going on at Clemson. How about it,
fellows. Are we Clemson Men or are we
not?

Back In Business, Fee Teeree
From The Charlotte Observer

Within a few years, American television viewers may have the privilege
of "buying" special programs they wish
to see—despite opposition of the TV industry, the Federal Communications
Commission, and some members of Congress. For toll television is making a
comeback after more than ten years of
on-again-off-again controversy.
The first large scale test, over a three-

may be treated to the best entertainment available, with no hucksters to
spoil the mood.
A similar Pay TV operation has been
a hit in the Toronto area; surveys indicate it will be popular in this country.
We hope so. We'll continue to watch
free TV with its ads and its oldies. Once
in a while, though, we'd like to be able
to switch to something with a little more
lilt.
We would just like to add our indorsement to this proposal and say that
we hope so, too. There is nothing more
exasperating than seeing for the fourth
or fifth time a show that we saw five
years ago at the local movie, not to
mention, those mysteries and dramatic
scenes that are interrputed by the familiar, "we'll be back in just a moment for
the conclusion of tonight's adventure,
but now a word from our sponsor."
Most exasperating.

year period, is scheduled in Hartford,
Connecticut, where Station WHCTV will
screen the programs, available to subscribers only, for a few hours each day.
If the experiment is financially successful, it will doubtless spread to other
cities within the predictable future.
Here, then, is a potential answer to
the free-television fare of soap operas
and westerns, with a batch of old movies
thrown in to support the bumper crop of
commercials. By dropping a dollar or
so in the slot the viewer of tomorrow
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.... AND ONLY A DISMISSAL FROM LAB THIS AFTERNOON C/\N
ENABLE YOU TO VISIT

YOUR

SICK GRAND MOTHER ?U

Letfs Talk It Over

Arts And Science Buildings
Show Need Of Improvement
Into classrooms located in
basements, attics, converted,
left-over, and borrowed spaces
are crowded the classrooms of
the School of Arts and Sciences.
Such wide spread dispersian
and demand for space is indicative of its role as a service
school for the other schools service in the sense that within
it are taught basic curriculum
courses: English, math, English literature, Chemistry, Physics. Other service courses include history, economics, social sciences, and languages.
Its facilities are most outdated and out-moded on the
campus: Tillman Hall, Physics, Old Dairy, Old Chemistry, and Old Education buildings—their condition aptly revealed in the titles. Despite
renovating, remodeling, and
maintenance little short of
tender loving and nursing
care, these buildings can not

compare with facilities offered in structures which are
properly designed and equipped. The two growing exceptions to the plight of the
School's deplorable physical
condition are the Chemistry
and the rising Physics buildings.
Commendable is the teaching
job being done in the existing
buildings. Advantageous would
be increased, expanded, and
improved facilities. Consolidation of the English, of the
math, and of the language departments could be highly beneficial. Teaching facilities, other than makeshift, could greatly benefit the educational program here and—although physical "perfection" is no allinclusive panacea-improve academic excellence.
Unfortunately in the concerted drive for growth and
improvement, the problems

of financing are the realities
which must be faced. The administration has done an excellent job in such renovating and remodeling and in obtaining the makeshift spaces.
However, continued efforts
must be executed to improve
the physical forms of the
School of Arts and Sciences.
Its duties are to provide the
basis for an aiert, diversified,
well-rounded graduate, to acquaint the student with life
about him by exposure to physical and natural laws, to add
to his comprehension of life
through courses in the social
sciences, to equip him with
languages with which to express
himself with. Why handicap
any longer than necessary the
efforts of the School to do these
things by pushing it into inadequate, out-moded, out-dated, over-used, over-scattered
classrooms and facilities?

'Round The Cracker Barrel

Commends Pres. Edwards, Allen,Discusses Present Political Policy
By BUCK DEATON
The old grapevine is truly a
wonderful device for gathering
bits of off-hand information.
Also, some people proclaim to
receiving various
"goodies"
from the blowing win. Then
there are those who emphatically declare that the most dependable method of catching
secrets is by use of the "ear
against a glass against a wall"
routine.
The particular method used
by one is supposed to be suggestive of his
intellectual level. Not knowing
the set rank
and order of the
three
methods
mentioned above,
therefore
fearing the disclosure of the
method I incorporated in obtaining my information, I will
merely say I learned something
recently.
The astonishing revelation
concerns the fact that many
Clemson students feel that the
columns published in The "Tiger" are much too dry and serious. Pardon us, students. With
this issue I make an attempt at
writing a lighter column, so
here goes nothing. . . .
PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS
Who was it
that said there would be very
few students at the Military
Ball? Nice crowd there, wasn't
it? It appears as if this will be
one of the better dances of the
year.
CONGRATULATIONS TO ..
President R. C. Edwards
for his kind consent to form
and meet regularly with a
President's Committee. This
committee is composed of student government leaders and
others, and exist for the prime
purpose of creating better communication between the students and administration.
CONGRATULATIONS TO . .
Jesse Allen for the energy, effort, and many hours of
time expended in initiating action towards a club for students interested in writing.

The Clemson College Literary
Guild has long been needed on
our campus. I hope their ultimate goal of producing a journal or chronicle matures.
CONGRATULATIONS TO . .
Prank A. Roberts,
president of student government, for conducting the nominations for student body officers in the proper method. . .
first time in three or four
years, isn't it?
WHILE ON POLITICS
This certainly has been a quiet
campaign year. Could it be for
the simple reason that its
friend against friend all the
way down the line? There have
been no outstanding issues to
sink one's political teeth into.
The election results, which will
be final by the time this paper
is published, will prove very interesting.
STILL ON POLITICS

It is certainly a peculiar situation when in an institution
such as this there can be found
only one man capable of holding the highest student government position, peculiar indeed.
... or many, many cowards on
campus!
AGAIN ON POLITICS
Individual class nominations
and elections will be forthcoming in the near future. These
races should give birth to more
colorful and illuminating camPaiSn ventures.
But what is this talk of some
candidates running on the slogan of "Put the up-town boys
out of office." Since the nominations have not even been
held yet, how can there be
"up-town" boys or otherwise
in office. This has the appearance of a primitive political
trick. Evidently someone is
slightly worried.

TWIT'S H FRCT
HERE'S NEWS
OS. SAVINGS BONDS ARE BETTER IN THREE.
WAYS. HlftHER INTERESTON NEW BONDS...
EXTRA INTERE5T ONYOUR OLD ONES...
AND THE PRIVILEGE OF HOLDING ANY
SERIES E BOND TEN YEARS BEYOND
MATURITY, WITH INTEREST CONTINUING.
rr'j THE BEST 8W YOU EVER HAD IN BONDS.

HELP
^OU HELP YOUR COUNTRY AND YOU HELP
YOURSELF WHEN >OU BO/ US. SAVINGS
BONDS. NEW SERIES E AND H BONDS M.Y
3%7. ATMATURITyANDAU. E BONDS
fMY BE HRD TEN YEARS BEYOND MATURITY, WITH INTEREST CONTINUING. .
IT'S THE B£ST BUY YOU EHER HAD IN
BONDS.

By BECKY EPTING
Within the past several years, the American public
has, to some extent, been rudely awakened to the
methods and results of our educational system. This
great revival in education was probably accentuated
by the first Russian sputnik sent into orbit in the fall
of 1957.
While we Americans had been seemingly "patting
ourselves on the back" for our great advancement in
just about every field, Russian scientists worked and
experimented continuously without a lot of fanfare
and, consequently, shocked the nation with their announcement of a Soviet sputnik sailing around earth.
This feat brought American educators, scientists, researchists, etc., "back down to earth." Work
on U. S. satellites was greatly accelerated in hopes of
catching up with the Russians and then overtaking
them in the undeclared race for space supremacy.
And then came insult to injury—the beep-beep
of the second sputnik, again put into orbit by Russia.
The realization that, somewhere along the way, we had
probably failed in the thorough education of our
scientists was admitted by many Americans.
The rigorous Russian system of education had long
been considered to be excellent. American educators
advocated the method of progressive education—teaching little Johnny and Susie how to get along with each
other; not repressing them; not damaging their egos.
The result of all this "new" education became
apparent after the Russians launched their missiles—
we were turning out men and women to be leaders of
our nation who actually had only a scant knowledge
of those subjects long considered essential for a truly
well educated person, academically as well as socially.
The Congress of the United States, through the
passage of the National Defense Education Act
(NDEA), encouraged public schools and colleges to
give young people stiff courses in many of the academic subjects, not only for their long-range knowledge, but to train them to think clearly.
During the period of evaluation and examination
of our educational system, several startling factors
were brought to light, but perhaps one of the most important is the fact that American children haven't been
taught to read well, or to read just for the sake of
reading.
Granted, you can probably read or you wouldn't
be at Clemson. And, no doubt, everyone here has had
to read at least one or two books (excluding textbooks) or he has evaded freshman English courses so
far.
If the average Clemson student were asked how
many books he has read, either for pleasure or to
further his knowledge about a particular subject, he
would probably name some very small figure.
This void in the general education of our American youth is showing up on aptitude tests, college entrance exams and the Graduate Record Exam.
Consistently, on most tests of this nature, one
section on which Clemson students score quite low
is the verbal comprehension. Evidently, this means
we don't know how to read, period; or we don't know
how to read, understand what we are reading, and remember what we read.
It has been said many times by man learned men
that the best way to obtain a good, broad education
is constant, wide reading. Read books that you may
not be particularly interested in, but which have been
accepted for centuries as classics.
The more books you read, the better your vocabulary becomes; the more your reading speed is increased, the more new things you have learned; the greater
is your verbal comprehension. And incidentally, your
score on tests such as those mentioned above will be
raised.
Mark Van Doren, the famous educator and Writer,
has said that nothing does more to cultivate the mind
than the reading of books. In expressing what reading means to him and can mean to everyone, Mr. Van
Doren has written: "For it is books that change us
most."
The young student will listen to his teachers, but
they have had their teacher, too: the books by which
their intellects were formed. The parent will hope
that his son or daughter may find good teachers at
college, and, of course, they will be there. However,
the master teachers will be the books the students
read.
"These never change, just as they never diminish
in number. They are the everlasting teachers by
which the human race has got its education.
"Indeed, books stretch our minds—the most elastice thing human beings possess. The youth who forms
the habbit of letting books alter his thinking will never
lose it, though he may exercise it less in later years.
"At college, he will be expected to read books as
he once read articles or stories; to take the whole of
a long argument or exposition or narrative; to keep
the parts of it before him as he reads, and to see them
in their natural relation; to live with an author for ,
hours or days or weeks; to venture through new
worlds as if he had a right to be there.
"The world of college is many worlds, all of which
may be new to the young traveler. His passport to
the world of books is his desire and his ability to
read."
He will come back a richer person than before.
He may or may not be able to tell his parents what he
has seen, but they will be glad he took the journey for
it will have made him the independent soul they
wanted him to be.
"The clearest indication of a truly educated person is the habit of buying and reading books. It is a
habit he will cherish as long as he has life."
Every college youth, as the prospective leader of
his nation, owes it to himself, those who have come before him, and those who will follow him, to become
as well read as he can. Books have been the depositories of knowledge for countless ages and the wise
of our time will also use this method for passing on
their knowledge to posterity.
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Interview With Dr. Cox Includes Comments
On GPR System, Coed Dorms, English Dept.
By ZALIN B. GRANT
Tiger Feature Writer
"I would like to play golf, but
I lent my clubs to somebody six
years ago and can't remember
who it was. I am also interested
In speaking German, but my children, who speak better German
than I, are embarrassed by my
American accent and won't talk
with me."
This comment on his hobbies
was made by the personable Dr.
H. M. Cox, Head of the Department of English and Modern Languages.
My first impression of Dr. Cox
was that he resembled Gary
Moore in looks and mannerisms
except he's older and doesn't
smoke Winstons.
Cox, by his own admission,
likes Clemson very much — as
much as anyone who graduated
from Duke can like Clemson. He
got a job here in 1939 when he
was only 22 years old. During his
first week here he was mistaken
for a student and arrested by the
M.P.'s for being out of uniform.
"Since then," he says, "I have
lost most of my hair and acquired a scholarly stoop."
Prof. Cox's answers to some
of my questions could be classified as quotable quotes. For instance, on his church and civic
affiliations, he said, "I'm a
Methodist but beyond that not
much of a "joiner."
And on his family, he commented, "I have a wife and three
children. My wife graduated from
Winthrop and now teaches the
fourth grade so she can hire a
maid to wash dishes."
He is a native of Mount Olive,
N. C, "A town, he asserts,
"which is better known for manufacturing excellent pickles than
for being my birthplace."
When asked to comment on the
fact that to a great number of
the student body, the English department is the most liberal department on campus, he said:
"If by "liberal" you mean that
a student has opportunity to
speak his mind, I certainly hope
you are right. But then, we can't
claim any particular credit for
that. It's inherent in the very
nature of the courses we teach.
"In freshman English and in
public speaking, for example,
strong expression of one's views
is absolutely fundamental to success, and we sometimes needle
our 301 students unmercifully to
get them angry enough to speak

out vigorously.
"More important still, in any
literature course the most important purpose is to encourage students to analyze ideas skeptically, not to make them agree with
the author, who may be a scoundrel. (Some scoundrels write very
well indeed!) Actually, one of our
biggest complaints about students
is that they too often sit and wait
expectantly for us to tell them
what to think.
"I don't think our department
can be called either conservative
or liberal. Some of our 28 instructors are very liberal in their general views; others are equally
conservative. I think we have a
pretty nice balance in that respect. As for myself, I'm afraid
I'm a stodgy stick-in-the-mud who
still thinks that Thomas Jefferson was liberal enough."
As for the current question of
girls dormitories, Cox, personally, would like to see the establishment of these facilities. He
thinks that the quality of the
English classes will improve
with increased numbers of. coeds.
Dr. Cox, commenting on the
GPR system, said that students
think that the faculty is bullheaded on the present GPR system but that hundreds of hours
have been spent on the question
and it keeps coming back as a
compromise because no one can
suggest anything better.
Going further, he said, "It has
weaknesses, of course, like any
system that tries to measure human accomplishment in objective
terms. But the fact that an overwhelming proportion of colleges
and universities use almost identical systems is pretty good evidence that no one has been
able to devise a better one. The
weakest point in our own system,
I should say, is that we give
grade-points for D's.
Cox received his A. B. and
M. A. from Duke, and his Ph.D.
from the University of Pennsylvania. He also attended the University of Colorado School of Orieental Languages.
On leave from Clemson from
1944-46, Cox served with the Naval
Intelligence as a Japanese language translator and interpreter
Some ag and engineering sta
dents complain that literature will
not be of any use of them in
making a living and that they
should not be required to take it.
What about that?
Prof. Cox turned pale when
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asked this question, but then
gulped
manfully and gave a
straight answer.
"Well, now, wait a minute, I
do not agree at all that literature
has no practical value. It certainly does. The sophomore course
at Clemson, for example, is the
only course at Clemson (except
possibly Business Law) where
there is, intense, disciplined effort
to teach students to read a text
and drag out the whole meaning
of it, piece by piece.
All other courses assume that
students can read, but do nothing
about teaching it. No one disputes
the value of being able to read
precisely, and it is not technique
of reading.
"Not only that, but there is a
lot of extra practice in writing
as well, a minimum of seven
papers. And if you will show me
a student who can't use some
more writing practice to advantage, I'd like to shake his hand.
"Complaints about curriculum
are nothing new, and I can
sympathize with a student who
feels he is being roped into a
course, History majors often
feel that they shouldn't have to
study mathematics and English
majors sometimes think botany
is of no use of them and math
majors might object to zoology.
"But I think an English major
(and an English professor too)
ought to know something about
math and physics and a dozen
other studies; and, conversely,
an ag major or an engineer
ought to know something about
literature and history.
"That aggie is a citizen and a
human being as well as a plowpusher, and he is obligated to
know something other than how
to make a living. The bachelor's
degree is supposed to certify that
an engineer is something more
than a pipe-fitter, too, but a rea(Continued on Page 8)

Frosh Math Exam
Offers $25 Prize

Phi Eta Sigma in sponsoring a
freshman mathematics examination on Tuesday, April 19 at 7:30
P. M. in Room 1 of the Chemistry building.
This examination, open to all
freshmen must be taken by all
newly initiated Phi Eta Sigma
members. A prize of a $25 war
bond or a set of books entitled
"World of Mathematics" will be
awarded to the person making the
highest score.
Problems are designed to cover
the many facets of mathematics.
One type of question such as,
"What is the equation of the
curve of the second degree that
passes through the points (0,5),
(1,4), (3,8), and (-2,13)?", covers fundamentals of analytical
geometry, while others, require
a knowledge of algebra, such as
simplifying a complex algebraic
expression.
Reasoning power is required to
solve more complex problems as,
"Three men play a game with
the understanding that the loser
is to double the money of each
of the other two. After three
games each has lost just once
and each ends up with $24. With
how much money did each
start?"
The examination is made up
by members of the mathematics
department. The above examples
were taken from last year's examination.
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By Warnie

PROFESSOR NUMSKULL
TODAYS CIVILIZATION TENOSTO DIS6IPATE
TO THE EXTENT THAT PLEASURABLE LIVING
ISTHEIR PRIMARY GOAL IN LIFE.

NOTHING IS EVER ACCOMPLISHED WITHOUT HARD AND DILIGENT EXERTION ON
YOUR PART. REMEMBER
SUCCESS

To STRIVE FOR A HIGHER AND
INFINITE INTELLIGENCE, WE MUST
READ CONTINUOUSLY AND MAKE
IDLE TIME PURPOSEFUL.

IS

MEASURED IN

YOU

SO

TERMSOF THE

HEARTtDLY

YOU CAN'T POSSIBLY EXCEED THE
REALM OF KNOWLEDGE WITH OTHER
ENJOYABLE EVENTS ON MIND.

WORK

POUR FORTH.

Corky Lee Offers Advice To Freshmen
By FRED BISHOP
"Yes. In academics, as far as
Tiger Feature Writer
my major is concerned, it is exEdward C. Lee, a native of Co- cellent. Clemson has a few things
lumbia, is majoring in forestry. wrong with it, but as a whole no
He is a member of the Taps staff, college student could ask for a
Numeral Society, president of the better school."
Forestry Club, and treasurer of After being here for four years,
Tiger Brotherhood.
Corky thought that freshmen
"Corky" said that he came to should seek primarily a good stuClemson because it was highly dent routine and devote their
recommended by those graduates time toward constructive activiwhom he knew, and it offered ties. He believed the latter part
of this statement applied to more
forestry.
than just freshmen.
If you had the chance to beWhile discussing freshmen, he
gin college again would you
come to Clemson?
said that the rule not allowing
**•**•••* **•*•**••*

freshmen to have automobiles was
for their benefit and they will
realize this later.
When not engaged in the various activities on campus, he
likes to water ski, fish, or hunt.
After graduation, he plans to
go into some line of forestry
work, preferaby with a consultant. He will do this after serving six months in the Coast
Guard.
In discussing things he thought
ought to be changed Corky had
these viewpoints.
He thought some organizations,
in particular one, has more privileges than others. One organization is allowed to carry on some
activities that no other organization could, and all because of the
power some people can hold over
I some people's heads.
He also thought that too much
emphasis is placed on one particular phase of athletics-football. Scholarships, or at least
more of them, should be given
in other sports. A little more
emphasis should be placed on
some of the other sports. There
should also be more recreational facilities for those students not in athletics.
He also thought that in general
the faculty-student relations were
as good as in other colleges, he is
acquainted with.
"I believe the college should
formally set down their policies
with respect to cutting classes,
both excused and unexcused, for
grading, and what numerical
grade obtains what letter grade.
The college has several standards,
but they are not enforced and the
professors do not always adhere
to them."
"If we are going to have a
grading system, it should be
uniform throughout all schools
and adhered to by all profesCORKY LEE
sors. Now departments should
have the right to change these
standards.
"Another point is the immaturity of some students on campus.
There is a minority number of
students who display some of the
acts of children and because this
YMCA Cabinet will present University.
Mr. Thomas Owen, tenor, ac- Mrs. Owen is instructor of pi- minority does, so they stand out
companied by Mrs. Elizabeth ano at Erskine College. She re- and are taken to represent all
Owen, at the piano in a concert ceived her bachelor of music de- Clemson students."
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in the lobby gree from Louisiana State Uni- "The situation in the dining hall
of the YMCA.
versity where she has done addi- is no better. The meats could be
tional graduate work. She stu- improved upon. They have the
Mr. Owen is associate profes- died piano under Earl Stout. Mrs. food, but whether they can presor of music at Erskine College Owen is also the accompanist for
where he teaches voice and di- the Erskine Mixed Chorus and
rects choral activities. He is a the Erskine Choraleers, the two
native of Searcy, Arkansas. He choral organizations on the camreceived his bachelor and master pus.
of music degrees from Louisiana
Dr. Hugh McGarity of
the
State University.
Clemson Music Department says
He studied voice under the di- that Mr. Owens performances are
rection of Dr. Barnett Stout and "very good" and advises all who
Dallas Draper. He has done ad- can to attend the performance
ditional graduate work at Tulane on Sunday.

Campus Character

pare it to the best of their ability of endeavor. This should be a
freshman's prime considerais somewhat doubtful."
What do you think are some tion."
of the good points about Clemson?
"The improvement in dress and
the congeniality of the students Cotton Wosh
are really important. The facilities at Clemson are excellent
and improving continually."
White Tennis
Are there any other comments you would like to make?
"I would like to add something
else to the things I think a freshman should seek. Finances should
not bethe prime concern of a
freshman planning to enter a
bajor. A person usually is more
successful if he enjoys his field

Trousers _ $3.98

Oxfords . $4.25

JUDGE KELLER

RICHARD
SHICK
LOOKS AT
Clemson's eyes have
been turned toward the sky
since the recent launching
of the Tiros weather satellite, and, this week, LIFE
has pictures of the satellite
and pictures of the earth
taken by the
satellite.
Along with this pictorial
story is an explanation of
the satellite and the historic launching. Clemson
scientists planning to go
into space travel and satellite research will find "Tiros
Begins A New World Of
Weather" exciting and informative. Be sure not to
miss it in this week's LIFE.

'V Cabinet Sponsors
Concert By Mr. Owens

Week In Review
In LIFE's "A Look At The World's Week," a pictorial feature, we find shorts on the recent Communist
vs. Free World propaganda race, which is of vital importance to all Clemsonites, since they will be the leaders of tomorrow's world. We see Mr. K's reaction to
hearing his own words translated into French, and a
glance at the recent disarmament talks in Ike's Camp
David retreat. There are several other shorts also included.

Astronauts' Training
Will a Clemson Man be the first to go into space?
Who knows? Maybe so. LIFE this week presents part
three of the series on "Astronauts' Training." This
particular phase deals with mastering capsule controls. It is written by Air Force Captain Virgil Grissom,
one of the seven astronauts now in process of being
trained for the first man-in-space mission by Project
Mercury. Captain Grissom relates to the reader the
intricate sensations that the first man-in-space will experience. He tells about Mastif (the meaning of which
will be revealed to those who read the article) and the
flock of controls which an astronaut must learn to master. He explains why they must be in complete control
of their reactions at all times, since their life may depend on it. The principles, the human, and the control
is illustrated and explained in LIFE this week.

Legends Come To Life
• The South, Clemson and the old frontiers are full
of legends and stories about the "good ole days." LIFE
brings to life the tales of the past, of heroes unsurpassed
and legends that live yet to this day. You will read
about and see the legendary Daniel Boone, the 100
foot long Harbor Serpent, the Witch of Wei If leer,
Johnny Appleseed, Yankee Peddler, How to skin a
witch, the Dismal Swamp, Negro Fables of Animals and
Friends, the Rebel Belle who tricked the Union Army,
Davy Crocket, Paul Bunyan, and many other loved and
often told legends. LIFE has the tales and illustrations
to entertain every Clemson Man.

Even More
Solem's amazing new

Created by B. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

HIGH POROSITY paper
"air-softens" every

Invisible porous openings
blend just the right amount of air with
each puff to give you a softer, fresher,
aven more flavorful emoke.

NOW MOM THAN EVEN

An important break-through in Salem's
research laboratories brings you this
special new HIGH POROSITY paper which
breathes new freshness into the flavor.
Each puff on a Salem draws just enough

fresh air in through the paper to make the
smoke taste even softer, fresher, more
flavorful. If you've enjoyed Salem's springtime freshness before, you'll be even more
pleased now. Smoke refreshed, smoke Salem!

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too

The
refreshment

diem refreshes your taste

Under Appointment From
Pepsi-Cola, New York

Terry Bottling Co.
Anderson-Greenwood

But why stop here —
read on and enjoy — we
find bikinis in the bedroom
(this should be of interest
to all red-blooded Clemson
Men); read about a prodigious intellect in solitary,
an impenitent killer wellknown for his treatise on
birds; see the merry time
for mayhem masters; famous mystery writers come
for cocktails all decked out
for murder.
But there is
more — get it all in LIFE,
April 11, I960.
An Advertisement
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Bengals Meet Cavaliers and Terps

mm
By BOB BURNS
Tiger Sports Editor

Weather Torments Tigers •
Poor Weather, a complete story of Clemson's 1960
spring has again stepped in to continue torment of Tiger
sportsmen. Be it rain, sleet or snow—each has had its
turn with the latest incident being the postponing of
the Tigers first two ACC baseball encounters because
of downpours.
_, But the baseballers have not been the only ones to
suffer from the mischievous wayward winds. The
golf team has fought an acute battle to find clear practice days along with a strong group of cindermen. As
far as the tennis team is concerned, they have yet to
set foot on their outdoor courts.
Already, one match has been postponed because of unprepared courts and others are currently
in jeopardy. If the lines, surface and nets are not
on the courts by this weekend then the netmen
will be forced to cancel two more home matches or
possibly seek refuge in Greenville or Belton.
The state collegiate tournament, which will be
played in Clemson for the first time in 19 years this
month, will require the Clemson Courts to be in top
shape—something that cannot be accomplished without considarable play on the surface.

First Home ACC Games This Weekend
Clemson will play their first conference baseball
games here this weekend against Virginia and Maryland in their vow for a third straight ACC title. The
road ahead appeared to be quite a task with 14 conference games scheduled to be played in shortly over a
month's period.
But it may be somewhat of a relief fro note that due
to the canceling of the two road games this past week
with Wake Forest and Duke that nine of these games
will be played in Tigertown. A home advantage
could play an important part in either of these games.
Taking a look at some individual statistics,
it might be interesting to note that Ty Cline, who
led Tiger sluggers last season with an average of
.326, once again heads the list with a current season
average of .525 or 13 hits for 25 times at bat. And
not far behind in the .400 or better list are Dave
Lynn and Harry Pavilack.
Incidentally, the all-time average by any Clemson
player is held by Dude Buchanan, both for career and
season. Buchanan, playing for Clemson in 1941 clipped off a .485 average to cope with his three year average of .402.

Forfeits Continue In Intramurals
Once again our attention is drawn to the present
intramural program-and the unnecessarily large number of forfeits exhibited by students. Evidentally, this
fault lies on the students and not the directors of the program, who have done a fine job since taking over.
Students should appreciate the efforts put in
to make this program successful and rightfully
enter into its activities. And, once entering into
the event it is not well representative of one or a
group by withdrawing by forfeit.
It might be noted that it requires a great deal of
trouble to acquire officials for each of these events and
whether the teams show up or not, these persons draw
pay. With the upcoming events of the intramural program some of these thought might be kept in mind and
an effort to improve upon them made.

Hoffman To Lead State Tennis
Going back to the.state tennis tournament to be
held in Clemson April 21 to the 23rd, Coach Longshore
points out that some of the most interesting matches
that students have ever witnessed will be played.
Harry Hoffman, number one netter from P.C.,
will be out to defend his title at the top position. Hoffman on a given day could defeat most anyone in the
South and has held a national ranking. Students are
invited to the matches daily.

Tiger Cindermen Take On N. (. Stale
Tomorrow In Wolfpack Season Opener
By TERRY KEVARD
Tiger Sports Writer
The Clemson Tiger trackmen
have been sharpening their claws
for a team that has not had a
meet this year. The Wolfpack's
meets have been cancelled because of foul feather. Coach McFadden stated that he was going
to N. C. State April 9 with the
purpose of winning even though
he doesn't know what to expect
from the opposition.
Last year the Wolfpack, coached by Paul Derr, who is now in
his sixth season as coach, won
two meets and lost five, while
the Tigers won two and lost
three. The Wolfpack has returning from last year Bill Biggerstaff, John Davis, Stanley Givetz, Charles Hall, Bill Michael,
Neil Reeling, Tom Stradley,
Bruce Teasley, Jack Walters, and
Warren Raines.
Jack Walters and Brown are
N. C. State's top dash men.
Brown was the better at the
Florida Relays. Bill Biggerstaff was State's second best
in the low hurdles as a sophomore last year and is expected
to be much better this year.
The Wolfpack has one of the
best half milers in the conference in Warren Raines.
Clemson will have senior John
Dunkelburg in the 440 yard dash,
880 yard run, and anchor man
on the mile relay team. Other
members of the mile relay team
will probably be Laddieu Stover,
Jim Moorhead, and Quincey Newman.
The hopes of the Tigers in

the distance runs will rest on
Jim Moorhead, who will run
the mile and two mile. Another
of the Tiger's stalwarts, senior
John Steedley, will be vying
for honors in the 120 yard high
and low hurdles, the 100 yard
dash, and the 220 yard dash.
Steedley will be helped in the
high hurdles by another senior
Bob Swofford who also competes
in the high jump. Aid will be given in the low hurdles by Spate
Bird and Bob Coleman. Both
Spate and Bob will be in the
broad jump along with Don Carver. Don will also be in the pole
vault, discus, and high jump.
Whittmore will throw the shot
for Clemson while Pete Morrison will be throwing the javelin.
Dick Limehouse will be running
the 220 yard dash and 880 yard
run. Laddie Stover will be in
the 440 yard dash and 880 yard
run as well as the relay team.
The fourth man on the relay,
Quincey Newman, will also run
(Continued on Page 5)
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By JIM STEPP
overall record and thus far this
season they have a 0-2-1 standTiger Asst. Sports Editor
Clemson's
defending
ACC ing.
The Cavaliers have only six
Champion Baseballers will face
two colorful conference teams lettermen returning from last
here this weekend. The Bengal year's squad. These include outBill
Nine take on the Virginia Caval- fielders Thayer Sheets,
iers today at 3 p. m. and finish Power, Tom Gravin, and John
off the weekend with Maryland Barger; infielders Mike Lohr
and Bill Timberlake. Although
tomorrow afternoon.
The Cavaliers are coached by they have no returning letterthe capable Ted Davenport, Vir- men on the pitching staff, the
ginia coach since 1953. Virginia Cavalier hurlers are not to be
finished last season with a 10-9 underestimated.
• •**•••*• *•••***••*

The three southpaws on the
squad are Hardy Dillaird, Henry Radcliffe, and Galley Smith.
Rounding out the staff are righthanders George Farson, Robert
Fox, Albert Hansen and
Jack
Syer. The boys from CharlottesvUle have faced only
two
teams so far this sesason, Yale
and Colgate.
The probable line up for the
Cavaliers is as follows: Catcher Jim Devenny, infielders Bill
Timberlake, Mike Lohr,
Jim
Laird, and Ray Hudnall, and
outfielders Bill Power, Thoyer
Sheets, and Tom Gravins. Since
the Virginia Baseballers have
lost both of their opening
games, they should really be
trying to make things tough for
the Bengal Nine this afternoon.
First Sacker Sammy Poe is getting set to recieve the pick off throw from Pitcher Dave
Coach Burton Shipley
will
Sprouse. Jerry Mayer is the Tech player shown diving back to first. (Tiger Sports Photo
match his Maryland Terrapins
by Clayton Cox)
against the Tigs Tomorrow afternoon. The Terp team is well experienced with nine lettermen
returning. They will be out to
better last year's record of 11-7.
The returning lettermen
are
pitcher Jack Rogers, catcher
Phil Rodgers, first baseman John
Barrett and Don Brown, second
By RUSTY WILLEUON
first by less1 than a yard.
Clemson coed, the former Miss
basemen John Fulton, shortstop
Tiger Sports Writer
In speaking of John, Coach Lu Christenberry. Even though
Frank Copper, third baseman Don
It was a hot, sunny afternoon McFadden said, "1 feel that John graduates in June the DunSanto, and outfielder
Joe Anin May at the state high school John is the most outstanding kelburg era at Clemson is far
dreone.
track finals. Daniel High of Clem- track man we've ever had at from finished. John's younger
The pitching staff consists of
son and Beaufort High were bat- Clemson. I say this in due res- brother Ray is now running on
George Crause, James Fowler,
ting it out for the state Champion- pect to such outstanding ath- the freshman team at Clemson,
William McHargue, and George
ship. As the meet entered its final letes as Wilbur Simmons, Mac and has given indications that
Shaffer. The Terrapins season restages it was evident that the Folger, and Gorden Lynn. It is he might be as outstanding as
cord thus far is 0-2-1. The probwinner was going to be decided in a pity that we don't have an John.
Tech's Mayer manages to evade the intended pick off throw able starting line up for the Terps
the last event, the mile relay.
outstanding dash man so that
When John finishes this track to first base. Tig went on to defeat the Engineers by a 10-0 * is as follows: Catcher Phil RogWhen the mile relay was start- John could specialize in the 440
ers, first baseman Don Brown,
season
he may not run any more margin. (Tiger Sports Photo by Alext McCormack)
ed it appeared that the Beaufort and 880, and not have to run the
Second baseman Bill Trust, shortteam might run away with the 100 and 220. John is not only races wearing the Tiger Colors,
stop Frank Copper, third baserace. Their lead was gradually outstanding on the track but is but the memories of his outstandman Don Santo and outfielders
increased until the Daniel team also one of the finest boys we've ing performances on the track will
Joe Andreone, Richard Bowie,
was twenty yards behind when ever had at Clemson."
long remain with all who saw him
and Wayne Keller.
the last lap was begun. Daniels
Last summer John married a run.
The Clemson Bengals have
sole hope rested on the shoulders *******************
gotten off to another good start
of a slender young boy named
this season. The Tigs boast a
John Dunkelburg.
4-1-1 record while three of the
By
JOHN
SNAVELY
John took the baton and set
scheduled games have
been
Tiger Sports Writer
out on the near impossible task.
rained out. Clemson's lone loss
When he had gotten to the third
Intramural Competition this week saw William El- was to the Citadel in the first
curve the lead was narrowed to
mer
Huggins, an Agricultural Economics sophomore game of a two game series.
just a few feet, and then with
Both of the
Bengal Nine's
from Johnsonville, out run a field of students in the games scheduled for the first of
a tremendous kick on the final
curve John passed the lead man
Annual Cross Country Race. Coach Bill Wilhelm pre- this week with Wake Forest and
and crossed the finish line first
sented Huggins the trophy for his run of a mile and Duke were postponed. The Tiger
to win the state championship.
managed to squeeze
two-tenths in 6 minutes and 32 seconds. Wilhelm com- Hardballers
11-10 margin. This proved to
When the stop watches were
mented
that
the
time
was
exceptional
for
such
an
11-10 margin. This proved t to
checked it was found that John
be one of the most exciting so
event.
had led the Daniel team to a new
far this season.
state record in the mile relay.
In Volleyball competition,
Although most of the positions
Entries should be in by SaturThis was not unusual for John,
C-7 emerged the winner in
however for he already held state
Tournament No. 1. In League day as play begins Monday. The are filled, Coach Wilhelm still
records in the 440, 880, and the
No. 2 the Shifty Six polished players will divide up into two switches his players in order to
mile.
off their opposition to take the man teams and play Nassair find the best possible combinations. If the present trend conNo. 1 spot. Tournament No. 3,
After finishing his high school
tinues, the Bengal Nine should
not completed at time of pub- Golf (Match Play) to decide the once again emerge ACC chamcareer John decided to enter
lication, has the Raiders need- winner. Anyone who wishes may
Clemson on track scholarship.
pions with a possibility for naing only one win over the enter the golf tournament, exDunk, as John is known to his
tional recognition.
(Continued on Page 8)
Hairless Wonders to see the
teammates, has continued to imlimelight.
prove his times and is now considered to be the top trackman
For the Wonders to win they
in the state and one of the outmust beat the Raiders twice. In
standing runners in the conferTournament No. 4 the winners
ence. John was outstanding in
of the game between the DKA
his freshman year and in his
Greens and the Owl Club- this
junior year he tied the Atlantic
week must meet the Demons to
Coast Conference record for the
decide a victor. League finalist
600 yd. run.
will play each other for the Volleyball Championship on Monday
This year as a senior John
night at 7:30 o'clock.
won the 600 yd. run for the second straight year.
Students wanting to enter
intramural Softball teams must
Last year in the state track
have their entries in Coach
meet at Clinton, John set a new
Wilhelm's office in the field
record in the 440 yd dash with
house by Saturday at 6 P. M.
a time of 48.0 sees. Even though
he has equaled the conference
Intramural golf entries are
Track Star John Dunkelburg is shown crossing the finish
record three times in the 440,
urged to form their teams and
line in the 100 yard dash against North Carolina. John has
John has yet to set the record
submit them to Coach Wilhelm
been the big "gun" for the Bengals in the 100, 220, 440, 880
in the conference meet, which is
at the Field House.
and the mile relay. (Tiger Sports Photo by Clayton Cox)
the only place ACC records are
official.
In a recent meet with North
Carolina John proved his versatility by winning the 220 and 440,
placing second in the 100, and
ACROSS
DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
12
6
10 11
7
9
then running the anchor leg on the
I. Chorus girl
1. Li'l Abner'f
winning mile relay team. The lap
'
creator
8. Opposite of a
13
John ran on the mile relay in this
seeker
2. What this gun
18.
Part
of
an
is
for
meet was probably one of the
airplane wing
\"
8. Genus of olives
15
most exciting races ever run at 14. Almost remote
4. Kooi's Menthol
way to act
Clemson.
"
Magic leaves
15. Likes blondes
you more
.
17
19
20
When John received the baton
better, for
5. Cockney way of
instance
he was ten yards behind, and af"
saying 2 Down
16. Come all the
22
■ 21
ter making several challenges he
23
6. Cold hand at
way up to Kool'e
bridge?
Menthol
finaly passed the North Carolina
17. Shape of
7. Followed Sue?
24
runner on the last curve to finish
25 26
■ 27
28
diamonds or
8. They hang on

... But Tech Player Is Safe

McFadden Lauds Dunkelburg
As Outstanding Trackster

Intramural Activities
Fall Into Full Swing

Dunkelburg Crosses Finish

KGDL

No. 11

KROSSWORD

1m

■

Cramming
for Exams?

Fight "Book Fatigue" Safely
Your doctor will tell you — a
NoDoz Awakener is safe as an
average cup of hot, black coffee. Take a NoDoz Awakener
when you cram for that exam
...or when mid-afternoon
brings on those "3 o'clock cobwebs." You'll find NoDoz gives
you a lift without a letdown...
helps you snap back to normal
and fight fatigue safely!

A*? VA,

!■

Tiger Nine Out For Another
ACC Championship Renewal

Sprouse Attempts Pick Off At First. ..

MtobltK.

■35<

tones
18. These boats
take guts
20. This can be
constricting
21. Sleepy gaa
23. Gin
24. Wrist operation
27. Dig it all—well,
almost all
29. Guy in "Guys
and Dolls"
81. Take out, but
not on a date
82. Meanwhile,
back at the
Latin class
84. Proboscissed
85. Thunderbird's
Papa
86. A kind of walk
38. Little Florida
39. It used to come
before plane
40. This is legal
42. A lot of sailor
44. This is how
Bardot comes in
45.
de France
46. Classroom
resting places
47. Kools are the
refreshing

to skirts
little
teapot
10. Mouthfuls of
frankfurter?
11. Bleach
12. Remembered—
her phone
number?
9

19. Kind of iron
22. Them
hills
23. Venus' home
town
24. Cried in a
ladylike way
25. Oil from wool
for your hair
26. Magnetizes men
28. Mr. Autry
30. Kools have a
very
flavor
33. Pop tune of
the 20's
87. Time for a
change? Smoke
39. Roscoe
41. It rhymes with
jerk
43. Alpha's last
name

2?

30 1

32

B31

■ 36

37

■ 39

38
40

41

44
46

1

Imagine—being shipwrecked on a deserted island

■ 34

33

35

8dedwoH the pen that's
worth writing home about!

42

without an Esterbrook pen! Even a sun-tanned

■

Robinson Crusoe would turn pale at the thought.
"ARE YOU KODL

Just sampling Esterbrook's 32 custom-fitted pen

I ENOUGH TO
KRACK THIS?*

points until you find the one suited to your writing

43

personality is more fun than opening coconuts.

^17

45
47

The Esterbrook Classic fountain pen starts writing instantly the minute it touches the paper. Feels
so "right" in the hand ... and looks good, too!
Choice of six colors.

When your- throat tells )
you rtfs time -for a change,\
you need
/
a real change...

If somehow you've missed owning an Esterbrook
—get with it! Dig the message in the bottle. Get an
Esterbrook. Get lost.

SdeJiifWok,%n&

YOU NEED THE

Jorge •conomy die
(for Creek Row end
Dorms) 60 tabled —

• T. M. The E.terbrook Pea Co.

£/

NQDOZ
AWHKENERS
SAFE AS COFFEE

€•»

m
O 1959, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.

MILS MENTHOL
KING-SIZE

Qkforettel
»■:.■.-:■'.-...

„

nfi"

s.

THE CLASSIC
FOUNTAIN PEN

♦2.95

Other Esterbrook
pens slightly higher
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Hendley Proves Asset To
Tigs In Bid For ACC Title
Parry Defeats Duffie;
Wins By Three Strokes

with little pressure, he tries to be completely relaxed. Parry knows that he must line the face of
the putter perpendicular to the intended line he
wants the ball to follow. Then as he strokes the
ball, keeping his head down and fixed, he must
follow through along this same intended line. Parry's complete putting stroke must come in his arms
and shoulders, with as little other body movement
as possible.
Parry's putt is a good one. It stops only two feet
from the hole, and tapping this in he gets his par five.
■ Duffie, however, lets his first putt fall short and misses
his second attempt taking a bogey six on this the last
hole. The match is over.
Parry has carded a 39, 43, for an eighteen hole score
' of 82, which is ten strokes over par. Duffie has carded
a 42, 43, for a total of 85.
Parry wins the match by
three strokes.
Although this match has been completely imaginary, let's hope that something has been learned from
the mistakes and the good practices that Parry and
Duffie have shown us. Golf is a great game to be
enjoyed by "McDuffers" and
"O'Pros" alike. It requires patience and determination in the participant,
and offers him in return true excitement and lasting
interest. So now that Parry and Duffie have pointed
out a few of the do's and don't's of the game, let's go
out to the course and see if we classify as "O'Pros," or
as "McDuffers."

Follow The Tigers

Tiger Golfers Pit Talents Against
Maryland And South Carolina Monday

New Cheerleaders
Chosen For '60-'61

On Campus

with

TIGER

Tiger Track Team
Loses First Meet

A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH

let ui matine out &«l$.

Clemson Theatre
"Solomon
AndSheba"

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Tiger Tavern
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Open 9:30 A. M. to 12 P. M.
# FOUNTAIN SERVICE
& SANDWICHES

Annual State Collegiate Tennis Tournament
Will Be Played In Clemson After Holidays

trophy will be presented to the to decide which one will be Hoff
By JOHN SNAVELY
winner in each of six divisions of man's opponent.
Tiger Sports Writer
In the competition between the
Clemson will host for the first the tourney.
Competition is expected to be no. two, Wilson, P. C.'s no. two,
time in 19 years the annual South
Carolina Collegiate Tennis Tourn- closest in the no one and two is favored; however, he will be
ament on April 21-23rd immed- positions. (No. one player on hard pressed by Clemson's Bill
iately following Easter holidays. each team competes in first di- Cooper and Citadel's Benny Varn.
This will be the first time in as vision, no. two in second division, Winners of the 3rd, 4th, 5th, and
many years for the tourney not etc.) In the no. one competition 6th divisions cannot be foreseen
to be held at Presbyterian Col- Hoffman of P.C. is favored to as all those players will be relatake first place. (Has best record tively inexperienced. The degree
lege.
the
The eight teams entered in the in state.) Bob Burns of Clemson of their experience and
Tourney are P.C., Citadel, Clem- or Jackie Sterling of the Citadel amount of practice that they have
son, South Carolina. Furman, Wof- is expected to take second place. squeezed in between rainy days
ford, Erskine and The College of Burns and Sterling will compete will decide their play.
Charleston. For the past 20
years P.C. has dominated the
tournament and this year has
P.C. again favored for the no
baseball
^ril
-Virginia
one spot. However, Citadel, fav- Fri.,
..
tennis
Citadel
ored for the no. two position, is
baseball
April 9—Maryland
expected to give the Presbyter- Sat.,
ians a tough time.
AT Spartanburg Jr. Col.
Clemson and Carolina are close(doubleheader) .. freshman baseball
ly favored for the no. three slot
Virginia
—_____ tennis
and will be nobody's pushover.
The tournament this year is exAT N. C. State
track
pected to be one of best ever, Mon.,
April 11—Georgia
freshman baseball
not only because of the fine brand
AT South Carolina
golf
of tennis played by the eight
April 12—Cincinnati
.
tennis
schools participating, but because Tues.,
of the fine facilities that Clemson Wed.,
April 13—AT Furman
freshman baseball
has for the competition.
AT
Furman
_ tennis
Clemson coach Les Longshore
April 15—AT North Carolina
baseball
will have a scoreboard and spec- Fri.,
tator facilities added so that stuVirginia
__ golf
dents may watch and enjoy the
April 16—AT N. C. State __....
baseball
Righthander Bailey Hendley is shown in tSie process of -win- matches. A big turnout of specta- Sat.,
ning his second game of the season. Hendley was one of the tors is expected for both mornAT News Piedmont Relays,
leading Tiger hurlers last year and he is expected to im- ing and atternoon competition. A
Greenville
track
prove his record this season. (Tiger Sports Photo by Clayton
Mon.,
April 18—AT Maryland
baseball
Cox)
Tues., April 19—AT Virginia
baseball
April 20—AT Duke
Wed.,
— golf
golf
Two new cheerleaders were Thurs., April 21—AT N. C. State ....
S. C. State Championships
tennis
chosen last Wednesday along
with a new Tiger and a Cannon Fri.,
April 22—S. C. State Championships
tennis
Firer. Both Erwin Abel and
Monday will be the day of trial for the Clemson
Sat.,
April 23—South Carolina
baseball
Martin Anderson graduate in
Golfers as they pit their skill against the combination June and leave places open on
AT Furman
freshman baseball
of University of South Carolina and Maryland. Leav- the varsity cheering squad. BudS. C. State Championships .... tennis
ing for Columbia on the 10th, the team will play at the dy Putman graduated in Janu- Mon.,
April 25—AT Georgia ......
baseball
ary leaving the position of canForest Lake Country Club the following day in the non firer open.
South Carolina ( doubleafternoon.
Stephen Long, an IM major
header)
freshman baseball
from Gastonia, North Carolina,
Returning from last year's fine
AT Georgia
golf
team for the Bulldogs will be
Zuhair Nejib (Ga.) d. Tommy and Bo Shaw, a Forestry ma- Wed.,
April 27—AT South Carolina
tennis
jor
from
Sumter,
South
Carotheir number one, three, four, and James (C), 6-1, 6-0.
five players. Jackie Sterling heads
Hill Griffin (Ga.) d. Bobby lina, are to be the new cheerleaders for next year. Long is
the list, as he was the top man Doyon (C), 6-3, 6-1.
a Sophomore while Shaw is a
on last year's squad and again
Doubles:
Freshman. Taking over the pois the top player.
Burns-Cooper (C) d. Cowart- sition of Tiger will be
Steve
Sterling is expected to be first
Manderson (Ga.), 0-6, 6-0, 7-5
Morrison, a Sophomore in Civil
class competition for Clemson's
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf', "The Many
from
HartsBryan-Henson (Ga.) d. James- Engineering
number one man, Bobby Burns.
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)
ville,
South
Carolina.
Burns is supporting a 3-1 record Doyon (C), 6-1, 6-1.
Lewis Kay will be the alterNujib-Arnall
(Ga.)
d.
Nutt-Holat the time of publication, only
nate cheerleader. Kay, a junior,
losing to Tony Wilson of Pres- royd (C), 6-1, 6-2.
is a Textile Management mabyterian, probably the state's
jor from Ware Shoals, South
COLLEGE: THE FOE OF EDUCATION
(Clemson
7,
College
of
Charlesmost promising college player.
Carolina. This past year Bill
ton 2)
Another outstanding match will
McCown was The
Tiger; but
In your quest for a college degree, are you becoming a narrow
Bob Burns (C) d. Stuart Bot- next year he will be Cannon
be between William Cooper, the
specialist, or are you being educated in the broad, classical
tle
(CoC),
6-2,
6-1.
Tiger's number two player and
Firer.
McCown is a Sensense of the word? This question is being asked today by many
William Cooper (C) d. Richard ior from Darlington, South CarBenny Varn, the Citadel's outserious people—including my barber, my podiatrist, and my
Porche
(CoC),
6-0,
6-1.
standing sophomore. Cooper thus
olina.
little dog Spot—and it would be well to seek an answer.
far has matched Burns' record
Bobby Lynn (C) d. George PaLet us examine our souls. Are we becoming experts only in
with 3 wins and 1 lost.
nos (CoC), 6-2, 6-1.
the confined area of our majors, or does our knowledge range
Jack DeStefano (CoC) d. John
The military school's strength
(Continued from Page 4)
far and wide? Do we, for example, know who fought in the
is expected to be down the line, Nutt (C), 2-6, 6-1, 6-4.
the 440 and 220.
battle of Salamis, or Kaiit's epistemology, or Planck's constant,
with players like Monty Crooks,
Tommy James (C) d. Forrest
The Tiger freshmen thinor the voyage of the Beagle, or Palestrina's cantatas, or what
Walter Anderson, and Bishop. This Scarborough (CoC), 6-3, 6-0.
clads will accompany their big
Wordsworth was doing ten miles above Tintern Abbey?
down-the-line power is only topPrank Griffin (CoC) d. Frank brothers into enemy territory
If we do not, we are turning, alas, into specialists. What,
ped by that of P. C. in this state. Holroyd (C), 6-3, 8-6.
this weekend. Coach McFadthen, can we do to escape this strait jacket, to broaden our
den
stated
that
he
hoped
to
Doubles:
Tomorrow the Tigers will play
vistas, lengthen our horizons, to become, in short, educated?
fill holes left in this year's
host to the University of VirBurns - Cooper (C) d. BottleWell sir, the first thing we must do is throw away our curricula.
squad from the Frosh. Donnie
ginia on the varsity courts, Porche (CoC), 6-0, 66-4
Tomorrow, instead of going to the same old classes, let us try
Gilbert
is
the
dash
man
for
the
North Carolinas track team courts. Coach Carl Rohmann, in
Lynn-Nutt (C) d. Phil Larsesomething hew. Let us think of college, not as a rigid discipline,
Frosh running the 100 and 220
came up with first and second his 20th year as tennis coach, Griffin (CoC), 10-8, 6-4
but as a kind of vast smorgasbord, with all kinds of tempting
yard
dashes.
will
be
bringing
a
squad
with
James-Doyon (C) d. DeStefanoplaces in the 220 yard low hurdles
intellectual tidbits to sample and savor. Let us dive in. Let
Ray
Dunkelberg,
John's
broth
event Saturday to nip Clemson 69- six returning lettermen on it. Lenny Krawchak (CoC), 6-4, 6-2.
our pent-up appetites roam and snatch where they will.
er,
will
be
running
the
440
and
In Freshman competition last
61 in an Atlantic Coast Confer- This is expected to be one of
880. The Frosh relay team will
the
ACC's
stronger
teams.
week,
Roy
Strickland
of
Clemson,
ence track meet. The meet was
probably be composed of Ray
Last week, the Bengal racke- lost to Charlie Benedict of Georwide open until the hurdle race.
Smoak, Cuttino, Putman, and
gia,
6-4,
6-2,
and
Stuart
Levi
of
John Steedly of Clemson was lead- teers defeated the College of
Dunkelberg.
the
Citadel,
6-2,
6-0.
George
Chrising by several yeads but fell at Charleston, while losing to the
Coach McFadden stated that
the last hurdle and the Tar Heels University of Georgia. Burns and topher lost to Jack Scott of the the entire team is improving and
Citadel,
and
defeated
Grant
CarCooper
lead
the
tennis
team
in
grabbed the two places needed.
ter of Georgia. In doubles, Strick- that it everyone, runs like he
Steedly took his eyes off his both outings.
land and Christopher lost both to should, the Tigers will bring
last hurdle when distracted by
Listed below are the results.
home another victory.
the Citadel and Georgia.
a U.N.C. man that fell in back (Georgia 6, Clemson 3) —
of him. The U.N.C. man was onBob Burns (C) d. Charles Bryly a freshman running for pracan
(Ga.), 6-3, 6-1.
tice. Had Steedly not fallen, the
William Cooper (C) d. Buzzy
meet would have ended in a 6565 tie. The Tigers had won the Cowart (Ga.), 6-2, 6-1.
mile relay on a great anchor
Joe Manderson (Ga.) d. Bobby
leg run by John Dunklcburg to Lynn (C), 6-1, 6-2.
pull even.
We will start the day with a stimulating seminar in Hittite
Scott Henson (Ga.) d. John Nutt
Dunkleburg led the Tigers with
artifacts. Then we will go over to marine biology and spend a
(C),
6-2,
6-0.
14% points with first in the 440
happy hour with the mollusks. Then we will open our pores by
and 220, second in the 100 and a
drilling with the ROTC for a spell. Then we'll go over to journalleg on the relay team. Steedley
ism and scramble a font of Bodoni. Then we'll go to the medical
contributed 13 points. Ray Stanly
school and palpate a few spleens. Then we'll go to home
topped the Tar Heels with seven
economics and have lunch.
points, winning the javelin and
COLLEGE AVENUE
And between classes we'll smoke Marlboro Cigarettes. This,
finishing in a tie for 2nd in the
let me emphasize, is not an added fillip to the broadening of our
Phone OL 4-2011
high jump.
education; it is an essential. To learn to live richly and well is
an important part of education, and Marlboros are an important
Wed. - Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
part of living richly and well. Do you think flavor went out
April 6-7-8-9
when filters came in? Well, ha-ha, the joke is on you. Marlboro,
with its Selectrate filter, delivers flavor in full measure, flavor
without stint or compromise, flavor that wrinkled care derides,
flavor holding both its sides. This triumph of the tobacconist's
art comes to you in soft pack or flip-top box and can be lighted
with match, lighter, candle, Welsbach mantle, or by rubbing
Yul Brynner
two small Indians together.
Gina Lollobrigida
When we have embarked on this new regimen—or, more accurately, lack of regimen—we will soon be studded with culture
Sun.-Mon.—Apr 10-11
like a ham with cloves. When strangers accost us on the street
Got the good word about
and say, "What was Wordsworth doing ten miles above Tintern
Greyhound Scenicruiser
Abbey?" we will no longer slink away in silent abashment. We
Service®? It's the latest,
will reply loud and clear:
the greatest way to go...
"As any truly educated person knows, Wordsworth, Shelley,
Alan Ladd
with air-conditioning, picCOMPARE THESE LOW,
and Keats used to go the Widdicombe Fair every year for the
ture windows, air-suspenLOW FARES:
poetry-writing contests and three-legged races, both of which
sion ride and complete
Tues.-Wed.—April 12-13
$3.65*
Atlanta
they enjoyed wildly. Well sir, imagine their chagrin when they
restroom! You'll have a
Washington, D. C $14.55*
arrived at the Fair in 1776 and learned that Oliver Cromwell,
ball headin' home on a
Jacksonville, Fla. $11.55*
jittery because Guy Fawkes had just invented the spinning
Greyhound —it's often
$21.35*
New York
jenny, had canceled all public gatherings, including the Widdifaster than other public
combe Fair and Liverpool. Shelley was so upset that he
transportation, and always
•plus tax
a
drowned himself in the Bay of Naples, Keats went to London
less expensive!
and became Samuel Johnson, and Wordsworth ran blindly into
the forest until he collapsed in a heap ten miles above Tintern
BAGGAGE PROBLEMS? You can take more with you on a
Thurs.—April 14
Abbey. There he lay for several years, sobbing and kicking his
Greyhound. Or, send your belongings by Greyhound Package
DOUBLE FEATURE
little fat legs. At length, peace returned to him. He composed
Express. They arrive in hours and cost you less!
himself and, noticing for the first time the beauty of the forest
around him, he wrote Joyce Kilmer's immortal Trees ... And
IT'S SUCH A COMFORT
that, smartypants, is what Wordsworth was doing ten miles
TO TAKE THE BUS...AND
above Tintern Abbey."
© iwo M»I shaim..
LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US!
*
*
*
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By JIM STEPP
Asst. Sports Editor
It is not very often that Clemson College acquires such an experienced baseball player as Bailey Hendley was when he arrived on the campus three years
ago. Bailey started playing baseball while in the eighth grade,
and he was also an excellent
football and basketball competBy PEB BOWIE
itor.
Tiger Sports Writer
The Greenville High star letWith only two holes left in our fictitious match be- tered five years in baseball, two
years in basketball and four
tween Duffie McDuffer and Parry O'Pro, Parry has a
years in football. Bailey was hin| pretty substantial four stroke lead. Both golfers are dered somewhat his senior year
fairly consistent and their scores are running a little in athletic participation due to
a broken leg. The Tiger pitcher
better than we predicted at the start of the match.
and outfielder's abilities were
Parry, having won the sixteenth hole, hits first channeled along one line when
on seventeen. This hole is 410 yards long, with a dog- he came to Clemson—baseball.
During his freshman year, Baileg to the right, and the par is four. Parry hits a good
ley had a hot .480 batting average
■tee shot about 240 yards down the right side, and is and over the next two years, this
followed by Duffie who drives out 220 yards into the average was to drop very little.
As a sophomore his average was
center of the fairway.
.433 and his average last season
Duffie decides to play it safe and, using a three
was .309.
iron, he put his shot just short of the green. Parry,
So far this year Bailey has a
however, wants his second shot on the green and .450 average with two home
chooses a three wood. He really smacks into the ball, runs and has a 2-0 record as a
pitcher. His worst season avbut he gets a slice, causing the ball to fade into the
erage was last year's .309, but
rough on the right of the green.
he was one of the top Tig
Parry walks up to play his third shot, which must pitchers with a 5-1 record. Durrise sharply in order to clear a bunker that is between ing the summer months, Bailley usually plays for Dunean
him and the green. But Parry is still disgusted with his in the fast moving textile
second shot, and so without thinking that this third league. Last summer however,
shot is too important, he chooses a seven iron and will he played in the Canadian
try to pitch his shot to the green. But Parry's choice League with Coach Bill Wilhelm and several other Clemof the seven iron hasn't given him enough loft to clear son baseball players.
| the bunker, and his shot hits the side of the bank and
Bailey said that his hitting was
runs on across the green to the fringe on the other side. "off somewhat", but his coach
made a fine showing. When askDuffie then puts his approach shot up close to the
ed about this season's team, Baipin, and after Parry three putts for a double bogey six, ley had the following comments:
Duffie sinks his par four putt. Parry now leads Duffie "In comparison with last year's
squad, this season's team has
by only two strokes.
better hitting, but is a little slowIn playing the seventeenth hole Parry made
er and the pitching is not as
the mistake common to many golfers. Parry places
strong."
"If our pitchers come
too much emphasis on his drive and fairway shots,
' through, we could go all the
and not enough importance on his short game
way. Tobey Bradshaw is really
around the green.
In order of importance the
looking good at second base.
close chip shots and approach shots around the
He could be one of the best in
the ACC." Bailey thinks that
green are second only to putting. It is the ability of
Maryland will give us the most
the golfer to chip and putt that will take off
trouble this weekend. "Marystrokes in his game. Then, after chipping and putland as well as Virginia will be
out for us since we are defendting, comes the need for good, accurate fairway
ing ACC and District III
shots, and finally the tee shots. Of course the skill
champs. Maryland is usually
of the golfer in executing all these shots determines
extremely rough at home, but
his real aptness at conquering golf's obstancles.
I think we can take them down
Parry and Duffie both get good tee shots on the here."
The Education Major from
eighteenth hole which is 600 yards long with a par five.
Greenville, S. C, feels that he
Our golfers after good second shots are still some 50 finally is in the right course. "I
to 75 yards from the green.
Parry's approach shot started out in Ceramics but I
takes him to the fringe of the green, but about 40 feet realized that it wasn't for me.
Since I switched to education, my
from the hole. Duffie's approach puts him about 35
grades have improved a great
feet from the hole.
deal. I think some students make
Parry gets set to putt first, he lines up with his
the mistake of choosing a major
from the standpoint of money.
head directly over the ball, his weight evenly dis(Continued on Page 8)
tributed on both feet, and gripping the putter easy,
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The Short Reign Of Prince Adolfus The 4th

By JESSE O. ALLEN III

blue container by its slim neck
and raises it to his face, relishThe light is lulling, and the ing what it will soon bring to him.
throbbing pulse of the corner juke
She comes as she always does.
box fills the small room. In a
Slowly, carelessly, mockingly, she
back booth, hunched against the moves up to him. He stares
wall, is a boy. Although his face breathlessly. She smiles warmly,
is steeped in shadow, the pain parting beautiful lips, and tosses
and tension are still evident. He her mass of gleaming golden
curls.
"Sonya,
Sonya!" he
stares fixedly at an object on the chokes. No answer. His eyes
table before him, an object that cloud, and he reaches for her.
emits sparks of reflected light
everytime he touches it. Upon Hey, what's with you, Mac?"
closer study, he seems to be a shouts a drunk beside the table.
well-dressed and clean cut person, "Keep your crummy hands off
but his collegiate apperance is me!"
marred by the torment in his
" 'Scuse me, I thought that ...
eyes. His lips are moving slightly,
and he is speaking to the contain- 'scuse me."
er full of beer which he is caHe fumbles for the goblet.
ressing. He seems compelled to Touching it lightly, he whispers
watch it, somehow, and while his to it, "If she would only take me
. face betrays fear, he is drawn by the arm like she used to do,
; to it with a kind reverence. His and lead me from these straits of
whispered words filter and ebb degradation. She taught me to
i through the pulsating melody, only live, to taste and to drink of life;
to be engulfed and wafted away. now, I'm left to taste and drink
The crystal goblet full of beer only of beer."
alone, hears every word and it
doesn't reply, but squats on the His mind slips back, two months
damp table before him and shim- before, to the last date. He hazily
mers under Ms fondling fingers. sees a sign blinking the words
His thoughts are transmitted both "The Blue Crystal Club." He sees
with facial expressions and with a young and gay couple on the • •**•*••• • •**•••■*■•*
• ** + •.***•
speech, and his mood sits heavi- floor; he sees them at a laced risen in his east: Sonya Alison frozen to the floor. An apparition if it wasn't for the fact that I
table;
and
he
sees
them
on
the
ly beside him in the booth. He is patio. They're wining, dining, Hull.
has materialized.
"I guess he would throw me out
talking to himself now, and
come in every night and sit in
and
dancing.
He
sees
the
girl
She
is
standing
before
him
with
A
whirlwind
romance
had
englancing occasionally at his rethe same booth and flake out the
flection in a Budweiser Beer sign whirling with blond hair swirling sued, and he, obvious to the omi- lilting laughter and flashing eyes. same way." he thinks. "He must
and
green
Swedish
eyes
flashing.
nous warnings and premonitions Her curls bob about her head in
hanging over the booth.
The evening ends, and he sees of his comrades, had fallen like priceless masses; her lips curve really think I'm wiped out, but
"I keep my life in this crystal the girl glancing around the room a sawed tree. He chuckles at in a wanton smile, then die, and then, everyone in town does anygoblet,"
he says with bated while drying a blue goblet with the picture of himself toppling to his blood freezes as he faces the way, so what does it matter?" He
breath, "And sip it like an addict her napkin, and then wrapping it the ground after looking at her. two smoldering embers surround- sits and measures the distance to
every night so that I may live into her stole, laughing mischiev- Then he breathes deeply and ed by spun gold and radiating the water fountain for several secone more day. This strange, pale ously, "I'll just take a part of reaches back, back three months, heat consumes his will, and he is onds. Then with immense effort,
blue-tinted piece of glass baits this wonderful night home with to the climax of their relation- helplessly confounded. 'His legs he drags himself to his feet and
Drinking
and lures me constantly, and I al- me. Then perhaps I can use it to ship. She had called it their "lost and arms are sapped strength- stumbles over to it.
some, and wetting his face with
low its life to seep into my soul make all my drinks taste as good weekend." It had been a two less.
more, he pulls out a handkerchief
day splurge of happiness. He
because it is the only sustenance as these did tonight."
slides lower down in the booth
that I have left. Life is just a liA darkened car parked before and lets his imagination rebuild He thumps back into his booth, and staggers back to the booth
quid now, and it is a cheap life a large, rich house swims into
and sets the goblet back carefully drying his face. As he is about
too, easily obtained. Still, I would view, and he hears again his the scene, and he sees it again in its place. The room spins and to sit down once more, his slack
rather have it, however cheap, words as he asks her to accept and feels it.
reels, the lights dance and rock, gaze is attracted out the window.
He remains perfectly motionless
than the dank, tomb-like empti- the diamond. He reply
comes Her head rests on the pillow; and he whimpers as he slumps
ness that she left in me. Strange, clearly, just as it did that night. her brilliant hair is splash- forward onto the table alongside and looks. The first signs of daymy feeling like this being only a
break are showing over the black
ed around it like a tiny sea of the goblet.
twenty-year old college student, "But I don't love you,"
silhouette of trees and roof tops
she spun gold. Her eyes smolder like
but after considering all that she snickers, "I never did. I am go- two hot embers, and look deep He raises his head much later, that compose the skyline. Light;
put me through feeling is of little ing to marry Jerry, my childhood into his. The comers of her mouth and wonders idly how long he has yes, the dawn. That blessed relief
consequence. I had thought that friend at home next summer." tip with a faint, odd smile; then, been lying there. The goblet sits from all things dark and cursed,
I was alive before she came, but Her fingers touch his arm send- very slowly without a word need- before him expectantly, half full the dawn. Small and stray beams
that was pure ignorance, pure un- ing the same balefire to his fin- ed, she takes a handful of his of warm beer. He empties this in- of light are scampering across the
awareness. Whatever I was before gertips, and smiling as she slides hair and pulls him to her. He to a can on the table and dries roof tops like so many white cats.
she came, I am nothing now. I away, she says indifferently, "I burns and burns, and she burns the goblet out tenderly. He frowns He'watches, completely fascinatam nothing but a smudge, a had a good time." His heart dis- with him; he has never known at the taste in his mouth and ed. The dawn is his salvation; he
stream on the table of society solves again, and he knows that a flame so hot, and perhaps nev- craves a drink of water. The is free to take the accursed gobShe wiped me out, finished the he will never fully recover.
place is quiet, with only a couple let back to his room and there
er will again.
_.story of life by writing the end
of customers remaining. He nods place it high on a shelf until aftHe
dimly
recalls
how
he
stopHe feels a breath of warmth and grins weakly at the owner, er a hard day of classes it draws
in one large red capital word:
ped
at
a
bar
on
the
way
home
even now, sitting and thinking of
I WIPED."
(Continued on Page 7)
that night; how he found the blue it. Thaf; bad been her strength, who bobs his head curtly.
He sits up straighter, and re- goblet in his side coat pocket as her power. She had given him a
leases his hold on the goblet. The he drank; and how he poured it new lease on life, turned a light
liquid life within it flares and full of beer because she had so on him, and given him peace.
shifts, calling to him from its tin recently pressed her lips to its The light had gone out that night
sel draped world. He quickly rim. He knows too well that he in the car, and now he had nothturns his face away, dreading the has been pouring it full every ing; no girl, no friends, and no
vision that awaits him deep in- night since; and. the realization schooling. It came down to one
side is depths. To escape it, he jolts him. He begins to hate the question: which did he need most,
jerks to his feet unsteadily, and goblet. It has become a weird, the memory of a girl, or friends
wrangles his way across the blue-tinged talisman that domi- and an education? "An eye for
crowded room. Soon he bangs up nates his very existence. His eyes an eye, and a tooth for a tooth,'
against a shabby door labeled narrow as he peers at the crystal he thinks. "She led me serenely
"His," but is roughly thrust back shining on the beer puddled table. out onto the plain and slaughterout. Mumbling, '"Scuse me," he "I hate you, you damnable ed me; why not return the fabacks away and waits impatiently. chunk of glass. What are you do- vor?"
>A scowling figure lurches out, ing to me? You are just like her:
Doubt breaks into his consciousglaring at him fiercely. He enters cold,
beautiful, and full of ness. Can he do it; can he get
the tiny cubical, and stands smil- energy. You control me in some up the nerve, dredge it up from
ing, while he reads the array of insidious way, and I've got to somewhere, to attack the goblet
futile and hackneyed quotations break your hold; I've got to break and, hence, her memory? He
inscribed along the walls. Sud- you. You're a part of her, some- must destroy both of them! He
denly, one of them catches his how, and you both must be must get up and dash them
eye, and he leans nearer to read: broken."
to pieces! The power of her spell
"Mirror, mirror, on the wall;
must be broken! His anger and
The goblet glints a wicked beam
who's the freest of them all?
tension surge at an idea.
of light, and seems to exude perShe be neither tall or small;
sonality. It is a part of her, a The thought stirs in his mind,
yet she answers all our calls.
While she's here times won't be trace of memory and a threat stirs and grows. He realizes with
hanging over his head. It is a shock of surprise that the whole
dull;
We dearly love Miss Sonya Hull." shame, weakness, and condemna- problem is amazingly simple. To
tion. He realizes that when its break the invisible fetters all that
Baring his teeth in biting anger, power is destroyed, Sonya's spell he has to do is seize the goblet
he claws at the lewd poem with will be severed with it. He will unexpectedly and hurl it against
his bare hands. Finally, snatch- not be ruled by this siren, this de- a far wall. It should shatter with
ing a pen from his shirt pocket, coy shrouded in natures beauty a satisfying crash, and the pieces
he scratches the words on the and malicious love. He will re- scattered on the floor would bear
waste basket from under foot, he turn to his past and normal life, mute testimony to its demise.
Joy Workman, left, Clemson Coed, and Peggy Kelley, right,
around and savagely kicking the his school, and his peace of mind. He has the strength, he can feel a senior at Pendleton High School, are two more of the conHe
nods
sagely
to
himself;
at
it!
He
smirks
behind
his
hand
waste basket rom under foot, he
testants in the annual "Miss Clemson" contest scheduled
plunges out of the smothering last it is all clear, he must rise at the sheer glory of it, and cuts for tonight in the college fieldhiouse. Joy, 20, hails from
and wash this stigma from his his eyes slyly at the unknowing
stall.
Chattanooga, Tenn. and is an Industrial Management major.
goblet. The goblet, however, waits Peggy,
name. He smiles inwardly.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jess G. Kelley of PendleBlindly he tramples back to the
with no undue excitement. He ton, plans to attend Auburn and major in home economics.
booth, and throws himself down He begins to weigh the pros sits and plans each move. It will
panting thickly, "Sonya! Oh, and cons of the problem. Should be so simple, an easy way to get
poor Sonya," and pours the gob- he write it all off as a bad rela- her off of his mind, and the goblet
let shining full, with foam spill- tion? No, it was much more than off his hands. "Killing two birds
ing onto the table. Using both a relation, it was a revelation of with one stone," he chuckles.
hands for support, he lifts it meaning. Can he go ahead withgreedily to his lips and gulps huge out her? Drive her out of his The lamps hanging from the
swallows until he can relax, then mind? Not with the infernal gob- ceiling are fuzzy, and as he taps
with a sigh he sets it down gent- let plaguing him with probes of the table top absently, he notices
ly. The Budweiser sign arrests his piercing memory. He glances at that his fingers have gone numb.
eye again, and he studies the face it again, sharply, trying to see He has made his decision, and
held there. A well built face, top- it distinctly. He feels anger he is quite calm about it. He sits
ped with dusky, crew-cut brown mounting within him. Does he re- peacefully for a second, gatherally want to forget what they ing his strength and courage. . .
hair, and inlaid with faded grey had,
call it quits? Thinking back,
eyes regards him balefully. He
he tries to get straight in waiting for just the right split inshrinks back at the sight of it
his mind just what she had meant stant. Suddenly with uncanny timand mutters, "Pool, you fool.
to him. He reviews his life be- ing, he savagely grabs the goblet
You've got to forget her. You've fore she came into it. He had
got to take their advice. You're been quiet, intellectual, reserved, and bolts to his feet. Swinging
failing out of school, losing all and well-read. He had few com- it high above his head and showyour friends and becoming an af- panions, no close friends. Into ering the nearby people with beer,
firmed alcoholic. You've got to this meager vegetating process, he stands poised for a moment,
snap out of it! You can't be a the dawn had broken. A sun had wild-eyed and nearly hysterical;
Prescriptions - Our Specialty
wipe case all your life!"
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His eyes quickly tire of the picture in the sign glass, and they
wander back to the waiting goblet. His face stiffens. Eyes hardening and a leer pulling at his
mouth, he says, "You, dam it!
You do it. You force me to accept your potent contents; you,
my crystalline god and protector."
He smiles for a moment. "She
even gave you to me, left you to
care for the ruin cast in her
wake." So saying, he clutches the
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By JESSE O. ALLEN III

,ster lurked about the pen with the two became inseparable.
In reflecting back over my that atrocious look achieved only This was Don's first mistake in
brief and tragic childhood in a by his kind, and personally, I handling the brute, for as timt
country town on Florida's West experienced chills by merely ob- progressed and Don treated him
Coast, it appears to me that only serving the beast. He appeared more as a brother than a pet,
sad and heartbreaking memo- to be from three and a half to radical changes began to take
four feet long and was quite
ries loom large in my thoughts young. I didn't think he was at place in the 'gator's cold and inI presume that the gay and friv- all pleased with his new abode, sidious personality. To be blunt
olous experiences in one's youth however, and I became some- about it, he became conceited.
just can't compensate for his what concerned over Don's fu- In fact, he reveled in his vanity.
early deep hurts. It also seems ture well-being in the animal's
that whenever I relax and drift presence. I needn't have worried He started acting suave, debointo a reminiscent mood of my though, for as things turned out, nair, and even spoiled. Don's
younger years, I invaribly end and completely contrary to his second mistake was that instead
up thinking of Don Davis and general appearance, the 'gator of correcting these obvious disPrince Adolfus. When this hap developed into a quite loveable crepancies in their early stages,
pens, and it frequently does, I devil, and an extremely intellijust as invaribly end up in some gent reptile, too. He was ob- at times he even encouraged
bar trying to rebury this painful viously way out front as alliga- them, for they seemed to please
niche in my past.
both him and the 'gator.
tors go.
Tonight then, I have decided As I look back with the wis- It was at about this time that
to make a clean breast of my dom of years, I see now that Don decided to name the alligarole in the matter, and to once perhaps the youngster was a
and for all dispel the obscene little too sharp for his own good, tor. Now this was remarkable,
mass of fable that has recently or at least too quick to grasp at for Don never named his pets.
threatened to swamp the factual anything which might have He simply referred to them as
exploits of the pair.
proved beneficial to him. But "the squirrel, that rabbit, my
When we were both about fif- be that as it may, he did spend dog," and so forth. In chosing
teen, Don Davis was my best the first two-weeks, after he the exact name with the shade
friend. We hung around rather was apprehended in the uncul- of meaning most certain to
thickly together for several tured and slightly native state, match the 'gator's personality,
years, and it was during this reposing sullenly in the pen and
period that a legend was born. scrutinizing his new environ- Don used to sit for long hours
Don loved animals and always ment. This was at the time be- out under the trees and gaze inwent out of his way to under lieved to be escape contempla- to the alligator's eyes as it
stand and befriend them. His tion, and his enclosure was knelt before him, mystically
home held temporary residence strengthened daily with barbed chanting, "George? Rover? Jerat one time or another for an wire, new posts, and spotlights.
endless succession. of snakes, Then, on a Monday afternoon ry? Sam? Star? Beauty? Slim?
rabbits, canaries, parakeets, exactly two weeks to the day Shorty?" But, it was just of-no
ducks, squirrels, fish, birds, after his capture, the 'gator was use. The 'gator was above and
cats, dogs, raccoons, bob-cats, missing when Don came home^ beyond any common pet's name.
mice, once even a Mexican bur- from school. The pen was empty
ro, and finally .. . alligators. and a neat and strategically He was outstandingly different.
Now, Don seemed to have an af- placed tunnel was under the He was honorable, sincere, dedifinity for alligators, and owned gate. Almost intentional in ap- cated, and aristocratic. He had
at different times, some four pearance, a clearly marked the manner of a blue blood, or
that I recall. He parted company trail led away from the scene. royalty as it were. Finally, there
with all of them in short order, Don dropped his books and
however, and under the most sprinted along the offending in lay the key. After due detrying of conditions. What I am trail, at length running head- liberation through a history
about to illuminate is a factual long into his own back door. book, the 'gator was forever
christened, "Prince Adolfus the
account of the relationship be- Yes, it was true. The trail led 4th."
tween Don and the last of the right into Don's home. The
reptiles that he had in his com- 'gator was eventually arrested
(To Be Continued At A.
mand.
Later Date)
snoring soundly on his back,
feet
thrust
straight
upwards,
The whole thing began about
daylight one morning when my squarely in the center of Don's
telephone rang, and I awoke to mother's new chinchilla bedspread.
Don's excited voice.
By DICK MAGILL ""
"Hey, I caught another 'gator This incident should have Oh, silence bleeding heart;
last night! Pete and I went been sufficient warning as to Cease weeping, O my soul, '
night-fishing, and got him in the 'gator's deviant character, For one so far away
our Mullet net. He tore the net but Don was never noted for his That 'tis a hopeless goal
up, but we boated him anyway. clear preception, and at best he To seek her now.
let love surpass. No, rather than
Come on over!"
punish the beast for his unor- Wait yet awhile, my heart;
I went on over. To be sure, thodox actions, Don actually Wait yet the better dawn
there he was in an old pen be- thought them amusing and be- To bring the healing light
hind Don's house; and a surly gan to enjoy the animal's com- Beyond the Veil"that's drawn
brute he was indeed. The mon- panionship; so that before long, Between us now.
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The Obehans
By WILLIAM H. BENNETT

By William H. Bennett
'I have visited the South many
times in my life; in fact, I have
dwelled in various parts of the
land of mystery and tradition for
as long as a decade at a time.
On each visit, long or short, I
have always brought away with
me many cherished memories of
the people and many strange stories which could take place only
• below Mr. Mason and Mr. Dixon's imaginary line.
•

spaghetti plantations of Carolina
today. But, the conjuration is a
complex thing which cannot be
mastered overnight.
In reality, it takes twenty years
as an apprentice and a great deal
of hard, continuous, concentrated
practice to become a full fledged
conjurer able to handle and control the type of conjuration developed for use on a spaghetti
plantation. Also, a conjurer cannot sire a child until he has become a master conjurer at the
age of thirty, and by means known
only to the conjurer, the child is
always a male and the only child.
At the age of ten the offspring
begins his laborious training by
accompanying his father when the
older conjurer is called on to execute a conjuration.

Of all my visits I believe my
recent one in 1957 will forever remain one of the most memorable.
t also believe the sights I witnessed and the facts told to me
there, are worthy of being passed
on to all who are interested in
relatively obscure agricultural
practices.

movement is used mainly to stand
the crops up if they should become water soaked before a conjurer gets to the fields. This
movement may also be used to
control unruly yuleps. But, it is
very dangerous, for if a conjurer
twists either wrist too far, a goodly number of yuleps have to be
replaced. In fact, I did witness the
vanishing of three of the little
fellows that received too much
whammey. Therefore, I knew
what the conjurer could do but
not how.

So, I asked my friend if I might
talk to the conjurers and ask them
a few questions. He earnestly discouraged the idea and said that
they have, at times, used the double whammey conjuration on inquisitive people. He also said that
they are never punished for this
because there is never any proof
of foul play. In fact, there is
never anything after an omnipotent and well executed double
whammey, he told me.
This encouraged me to keep a
spacious distance when observing

the conjure men. I even practiced
smiling each morning. I did not
want to agitate them in any way,
for I did not nurture the idea of
going up in a puff of smoke just
then.
However, I would like to return
to Coastal Carolina and the spaghetti plantation some day and
write the complete stories of two
of the Obehans, the yulep and the
conjurer. I can see them-now—
LIFE AS A YULEP and ME AND
DEM ERBS.

These Are Candidates For "Miss Clemson"

The conjuration developed in
1723, is made up of three movements, and each has a distinct
purpose. The first is the righthanded whammey which is used
to control the yuleps and keep
them in the macaroni fields. This
movement is used by the conjurer
more than the other two. It is
performed when the conjurer extends his right arm toward the
yuleps giving his wrist a slight
clockwise twist and at the same
time making a sound with his
mouth which would be exceedingly hard to describe in print. Instantly! The yuleps do back flips,
and go back to the macaroni
field.

The visit mentioned took me to
a friend's plantation located in
the Northeast corner of coastal
South Carolina. His spaghetti
plantation is one of the two remaining in that locality, and the
area of which I speak is the only
place in the world, other than a
section of Southern Italy, where
spaghetti and macaroni are successfully grown.
I found the plantation and its
entire operation most fascinating,
and I asked my friend as many
questions as I thought a casual
friend could without becoming offensive. First, I asked him if he
objected to my writing a short paper on spaghetti fanning. He said
that he did not if it were going to
be informative and not alluring. I
then asked him about the history
of the plantation, and why the locality had remained the leading
producer of spaghetti and macaroni for the last several centuries.

• *•••*••••*•••****• ***•*•**•
second
movement is
The conjure men are descend- which are always adjacent to the gether. Hence, the grooves serv- The
ants of the first native conjurers macaroni fields; for neither spa- ed as an individual yoke for each the left-handed whammey, which
who were intermingled with the ghetti nor macaroni, due to one stalk. Then the yoke-poles were is used to control the fall of rain
slaves and brought to this coun- of Mother Nature's complexities, supported by two bipods until the and hail or the weather in gentry to work on the Southern plan- will grow without being near the stalks dried out enough to stand eral. My friend emphasized that
up again. This operation could the conjurer cannot stop the rain
tations. In their native country, other.
Africa, the conjurers were the Now! If the yulep could gain never have been accomplished by and hail, but he can control them
any practical mechanical means, enough to make them pass over
medicine men, the sorcerers and
herb doctors of the various tribes. entrance to the spaghetti field, because skill and care were re- or around the fields. This movehe would try to continue
the
ment is performed in the same
His answer was that the remote- On the spaghetti plantation, work for which he had been train- quired in order to straighten and manner, except the left hand is
yoke the very tender, wet stalks
ness of the area, the ideal spa- however, they were closely associ- ed and, in the process, would eat
Also, this operation required an used and is given a slight twist
ghetti and macaroni growing cli- ated with another unique and in- the whole stalk of spaghetti which ample number of workers. The in a counterclockwise direction.
mate, and the ease with which dispensable society, the yuleps, was about the same size as the Italians, however, still use this Also, the sound is changed a litshipping could be employed had who were a part of spaghetti and vent he had been taught to eat method, for they have no con- tle.
attracted his great-great-grand- macaroni farming long before in the macaroni. Thus, it would jure men who, if you will rememfather' to Coastal Carolina. He slaves or conjurers. My friend's not take long for a few thousand ber, have had as much to do The third movement is the
went on to say that the locality great-great-grandfather sailed to yuleps to do a great deal of dam- with Coastal Carolina's remain- stronger of the three and is a
did not have any unique soil con Italy from England and purchas- age to a spaghetti field. There- ing the leading
producer of combination of the first two with
ditions but, that the influence of ed a large number of these yul- fore, along with cultivating and spaghetti and macaroni as any a different sound altogether. This
an exclusive set, called the con- eps before he crossed to this coun- harvesting the spaghetti and ma- other factor.
jurers by the Southerners, had try to begin his spaghetti planta- caroni, the slaves on the first
plantations had to keep the yuleps Therefore, the few conjurers
had a great deal to do with why tion.
the locality remained the leading
out of the spaghetti fields. This that were first brought to lower
By DICK MAGILL
producer of the two crops. The in- The yuleps, my friend told me was a day's work for any man, Carolina's
spaghetti
planta- If a bit of hope
fluence of this select group, the are the smallest mammals known for the persistent yuleps had to tions began very early to develop Has come to someone
conjurers, also determined how to man. They have been bred and be picked up with tweezers and their own version of a conjura- By some deed of mine,
an area one-sixth the size of rebred until they are so high- turned back toward the macaroni tion to lighten their people's work If for one the sun
Southern Italy could produce two- strung that their average life fields. Thus, with cultivating, har- in the spaghetti and macaroni A little brighter shine,
thirds of the world's annual sup- span has been reduced from thir- vesting, and yulep watching, the
fields. My friend did not know If one soul has won
ply of spaghetti and macaroni. teen years to approximately five slaves were kept relatively busy.
the exact date, but said that in O'er black despair
There remained, however, only years. They have been used on But when it rained, their work 1723, the conjurer succeeded in By some act I've done,
one reason why the two crops spaghetti and macaroni farms was increased ten fold.
developing a conjuration which is I count my race well run—
could not be grown in other suit- since the Italians discovered, in
still used on the two remaining My job well done.
-able sections of the Southern the early fourteen hundreds, that For during a rain, the spaghetti
and
macaroni
stalks
would
bemacaroni would grow better if
United States.
the center of the stalk could be come water soaked and crumple
This reason was that the con- removed by some type of insect to the ground. The slaves would
jurers were radically opposed to or mammal. The yuleps were cho- then be ordered to get the yokeBy DICK MAGILL
traveling. In fact, most of these sen because they were the only poles, which were two fifteen-foot
poles,
flat
on
one
side,
and
hingCurled up in his shell the turtle waited
unusual people had never, in their ones in the entire animal kingFor peril that he guessed to pass him by,
entire life, been farther than a dom that could be trained to eat ed at one end.
■ hundred miles from the planta- an orifice in a straight line and My friend showed me some of Danger that was never really there at all;
tion. I could not, at the time, de- not eat the whole side out of a the old yoke-poles that had been How like that turtle are we—you and I,
termine a source for the conjur- stalk of macaroni. The planters, kept intact. They were grooved When from risks that never were we fly
ers' opposition to travel, but I did despite their exertions, have nev- to fit the spaghetti or the maca- And hide ourselves within ourselves to miss
find out a little more about these er been able to train the yuleps roni stalks. Thus, when it rained, The favor of a fleeting instant's grace,
And missing, miss fair Fortune's much sought kiss.
to stay out of the spaghetti fields, the slaves would be instructed to How like that turtle are we—you and I,
extraordinary people.
straighten and fit the necks of Before a falsely seeming chance to fly,
the wet stalks in the grooves. Causing that moment, hinge of fate, to die
The poles were then brought to- Unseen, unwanted, never to return.

Well Done

These three lovely young ladies will be seen on the stage of the college fieldhouse tonight,
competing in the annual "Bliss Clemson" contest sponsored by the Clemson Jaycees. Barbara Bruce, center, is an education major at Clemspn and one of the majorettes with the
band. Elaine Smith, left, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. P. N. Smith of Clemson, is a freshman
at Converse College and majoring in biology. Peggy Kelley, right, is a senior at Pendleton
High School.

Do YouThinkforYourself?
(TAKE A CRACK AT THESE QUESTIONS AND SEE IF YOU CONNECT*)

The Turtle And The Man

The Blue-Tinged Talisman

(Continued from Page 6)
him like a magnetized charm
rback to the booth to drown his
misery. He watches the light
spread, entranced, and reaches
for his coat and the goblet.
;: As he stalks dizzily into the
street, the morning mist is clearing from the grey sky, and the
streetlight on the corner, has a
dim halo around it. After walking
over near the light, he stops and
t places the goblet and coat at his
feet in the gutter. Then he stands
quietly observing the sunrise, feet
spread wide apart, and arms
hanging limply. Face lifted, tie
rippling in the morning breeze, he
watches the light grope forward
with quickening heart. The hair
stirs on the back of his neck and
his eyes widen as he sees the
light coming. His ordeal is over
now for some twelve odd hours.
His jaw hangs; the light is extending toward him. His hands
rise up, reach to meet it. Disheveled in the rosy light, he stretches
his arms toward the source of the
light and speaks quickly, firmly,
and pleadingly. "Please, give me
strength. Take her away! Help
me, and let me forget her; please
let it be tonight!" His fingers
clinch at the approaching light,
and his nails bite into the empty
palms. He lowers useless arms,
and his head and shoulders droop
and shake a little.
Suddenly, with a burst
of
desperate energy and hopeless
hatred, he snaps stiffly erect and
gestures with his knotted fists at
the
streaked
sky
overhead. He swings and pounds at

the air with all the strength he
can muster and screams all the
vile and violent curse words that
come to his mind. He blasphemes
and reviles any and everything
known and held precious to God
and man. All at once, his voice
breaks, and with a ragged incoherent sob he sinks to the curb
and covers his face with his
quivering hands.
The goblet rests in the litter of
the gutter, and upon being probed
by the first flitting rays of searching sunlight, it glistens with a
bright diffused blue radiance. He
peers out from between his fingers, and gazes at it in complete
and utter horror. Burying his head
in his arms, he quakes and sobs
brokenly, whispering over and over, "Oh no, hell, please no!"
The sunlight becomes more intense, and as it brightens, the
goblet glows with a bluish light
as strong as living flame, and a
fine mist of color settles over the
boy's shaking shoulders and sunken form while he murmers, "Maybe tonight; maybe tonight ...."

New Shipment Of
TIES, All Colors
JANTZEN SWIM SUITS
JANTZEN T-SHIRTS

HOKE SLOAN

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Hardware - Spotting Goods
"Serving This Section Sine* 1885"

APPLIED PHILOSOPHY 221
Thought Process of Women
Dr. A. Tract

Emphasis on philosophy of getting dates. Background of dateless students who use sticky hair creams or alcohol hair tonics. Fundamental
logic of students who have discovered that 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic takes
care of hair even when used with water. Philosophy of the Enlightenment: one may use all the water one wants with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic.
Students who use 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic think—therefore they ar«sought
after by lovely females. Cause: 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic. Effect: Dates.
Materials: one 4 oz. bottle 'Vaseline'Hair Tonic

If you were offered a high-paying summer job as
an animal trainer, would you (A) insist on small
animals? (B) ask for pay in advance? (C) find out
why professionals won't take the job?
"Time heals all wounds"
is a statement (A) denounced by antiseptic
manufacturers; (B) as
true as "Time wounds all
heels"; (C) that means
your mind can build its
own scar tissue.

AQBDCD

AD BD

cD

women who think for themselves have
studied the facts about filters and have
chosen Viceroy . . . the one cigarette
with a thinking man's filter and a smoking man's taste.
*lf you checked (B) in three out of four of
these questions, you don't exactly flunk—but
if you checked (C), you think for yourself 1

In traffic, when a driver
behind you blows his
horn, do you (A) go and
sock him? (B) wonder
what's wrong? (C) hope
it'll settle his nerves?

AD BD

cD

When a pal bends your
ear about why his filter
cigarette is best, do you
listen most to (A) his
chatter about how good
it tastes—regardless of
how it filters? (B) his remark that the filter must
be good because it's new?
(C) his comments that
both really good filtration
and real tobacco taste are
important?

AD BDcD
Before you buy your next pack of cigarettes, take a moment to think about
what you really want. Most men and

Familiar
pack
crushproof
box.

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER-A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
#1»«0, Brown *WilH«m«mTob«co»OwP'
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Iowa State U. Accepts One
More
Decimal Into Grading
(I. P.) —A resolution proposing the grading system at Iowa
State University be changed to
one more decimal accuracy has
been passed by the Cardinal
Guild Senate. The Senate Education Affairs Committee did research fan the project during fall
quarter. They interviewed 20 instructors; 17 were in favor of the
new system, 3 were not.
The following resolution will
go to the Office of Student Affairs, to officials in the University, administration and eventually to the faculty for debate:
The present grading system
recognizes five levels of scholastic achievement. In a course
where there is little information
regarding the student's performance, this grading system is satisfactory. However , in many
courses at Iowa State University,
more information is available
and more degrees could and
should be recognized.
By changing the present grading system to one more decimal
accuracy,
this differentiation
could be made. The proposed
system would make the following improvements:
1. The system could be made
up to ten times as accurate as
the present system.
2. Computation of any grade
point is only statistically valid
to one additional digit. Therefore, the present system is only
valid to two digits. Under the
revision, computation to three

digits would have meaning.
3. The plus or minus grades
some instructors now give would
be recognized.
4. The student could concentrate more in the course in which
he is deficient instead of that
course in which he may receive
the best grade.
Resolved:
Instructors shall
turn in grades in the four-point
two digit basis. The Office of the
Registrar shall determine the
all-college cumulative, individual, quarterly, and all-college
quarterly grades on the basis of
the revised system.
The following amendment to
include the definition of grade
ranges as set up by the Senate
Education Affairs Committee
was also passed and inserted
after the first of the last paragraph:
The grades shall be computed
wherever possible in accordance
with the report prepared by the
committee which is titled Definition of Ranges. (The definition of grade ranges defines an
"A" as being from 3.6 to 4.0, a
"B" being from 2.6 to 3.5, a "C"
from 1.6 to 2.5, a "D" from .6 to
1.5, and an "F" from .0 to .5)
It was pointed out that in reporting grades an instructor
must turn in a number instead
of a letter. For example, if a
student receives a "C", it will
be turned in as a 2.1 or 2.5, depending on where the student
falls on the instructor's curve.

Student Assembly Votes Proposal
For Spring Graduation Exercises
Student Assembly gave a
unanimous vote of confidence to
a proposal by Ronnie Crow that
there be a graduation exercise
for the spring graduates. It was
pointed out that this group is
the fourth largest in the state.
The meeting was held Mar. 24.
The final report of the committee studying methods of selecting a Clemson representative was approved by a wide
margin. The report stated;
"Beginning with the school
year 1960-61, it is recommended
that a Clemson coed be selected
as Miss Clemson College for the
purpose of representing Clemson
College at any occasion that calls'
for such a representative. The
selection is to be made in the
following manner:
"1) Entrants are restricted to
Clemson College coeds.
"2) Any campus organization is
eligible to submit a candidate.
"3) These candidates will be
submitted to a committee composed of the Executive Committee of Student Government and
the Dean of Student Affairs for
narrowing down the list of candidates to a feasible number for
a Student Body election by
which Miss Clemson College will
be named."
Parking Committee announced that the parking fines imposed by the College Police seemed
to be approximately average of
the schools which they polled.
The committee then proposed
the following recommendations:

"That all day students be required to purchase a day student
sticker, but upon receipt of a
zone sticker, the price of the day
student parking sticker be refunded to the holder of the day
student parking sticker."
This recommendation was carried by a large majority. The
feeling of the assembly was that
these stickers were no more than
employee stickers, which are issued free.
It was also recommended to
the Physical Plant to erect some
type light on the walk between
the corner of "B" section and
Riggs Hall.
Provisions for an assistant
secretary were made. The resolution read, "That an Assistant
Secretary be selected from Student Assembly to assist the Secretary in his duties. His title
would be 'Corresponding Secretary'."
The final proposal stated,
"That plans be investigated to
permanently include the 'Speaker of Student Assembly' on the
Executive Council of Student
Government. If the Student
Body Constitution does not permit
permanent installation, then he
shall become an ex-officio member."
The last three proposals were
each passed unanimously.
Absent from the meeting were
Davenport, McGowan, Hunter,
Brabham, Bloomquist, DeLoach,
Fowler, Hillhouse, Murray, Nichols, Orenstein, Payne and Usry.
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Mechanical Giants Invade Campus To Replace Out-Dated Physics Building

Clemson, VPI
Forestry Clubs
Hold Field Day

The Clemson Forestry Club
Field Day tomorrow will host
the Virginia Polytechnic Institute Forestry Club in an all day
competition at Lake Isaqueena.
The public is invited to watch
the intercollegiate meet at the
East Dam picnic area scheduled
to begin at 9 a. m. Signs will
mark the route to the lake located off the old Seneca Highway.
The teams will compete in the
following events: long burling,
lopping and bucking, pole climbing, chain throwing, log chopping, rope climbing, bow sawing, log rolling, cross cut sawing,
tree-diameter estimate, volume
estimate, dendrolony, compass ■
and pacing.
Prizes will be awarded for individuals who compile the highest cumulative scores. Top Clemson winners will compete at the
The mechanical giant on the left began proceedings that will eventually
The old physics building, built in the 1800's as a textile building, will
third annual Southern Conclave
remove the physics dept. from the building on the right. The new physics
eventually be demolished. (Tiger photos by Alex McCormack)
of Forestry Schools to be held
building, located behind Long Hall, will be over a year in construction.
April 30-May 1 at Auburn, Ala.
Special guests at the meet will
be a number of pre-forestry
students at Wofford and Newberry Colleges. A barbecue will
be served in the evening for all
participants, faculty advisors,
sponsors and guests.
Ample parking spaces for day maximum available space in the Formal initiation of 23 mem- medicine major from Greenwood; from Columbia; Malcom McTeer, Program chairman is Hodge
students on this campus exist former area, about 40 spaces. bers of Sigma Tau Epsilon was George Little, arts and sciences arts and sciences major from Harmon of Newberry.
even after the closing of the area L. A. Edwards, director of the held last Tuesday night at the major from Hartsville; Ann Has- Hartsville.
near the Old Educational Build- Physical Plant, noted that this annual banquet held by the club kell, arts and sciences major from
ing. This conclusion was made space was supplemented by the in the Clemson House. Speaker Clemson; Hugh Hayes, pre-veter- Also, Bill Ergle, arts and sciences major from Spartanburg;
(Continued from Page 3)
after a week-long survey of avail- recent opening of the entire was Dr. H. L. Hunter, Dean of inary major from Mayo; Jim John Beall, arts and sciences malength
of
Williamson
Road,
with
sonably well educated homo sapable parking originated after a
the Arts
&
Sciences
De- Childs, pre-medicine major from jor from Mountain Rest;
and ien as well. But mind you, I'm
series of parking violations oc- the exception of areas indicated partment.
Liberty.
Margaret Fowler, educationa ma- the first to admit that a onecurred in the now closed area. by yellow curb markings.
Dr. Hunter's talk was on the Also, Josh Garvin, arts and sci- jor from Anderson.
sided English specialist is just as
The survey revealed that there In addition, he stated that relationship between Clemson and ences major from Charleston
grotesque as a one-sided farmer
were an average of 150 unused there are over a thousand day the Oak Ridge Institute in Ten- Heights; Roy Rettew, Chemisor engine-jockey."
spaces in the area near Earle student cars registered with the nessee
try major from Greenville; Wiland
the
necessity
for
Hall and the School of Textiles; college. In addition to this the basic research in the field of liam Edmunds, arts and sciences
Dr. Cox, just for fun, how about
70 spaces near the Structural Physical Plant must , provide nuclear science today.
naming some things you don't
major from Clemson; Jim YoungSciences Building; and 50 spaces spaces for 1,500 employees, 281
like about the way Clemson is
blood, arts and sciences major
near the Plant and Animal seniors and 653 non-senior dor- The annual banquet is held as
run?
mitory students. Altogether this the formal initiation for candiSciences Building.
"Well, I'm pretty easy going
dates
after
an
informal
initiation
The available parking in eith- is a total of slightly over 3,500
most of the time, and get along
period which lasts for a week.
er of the areas far exceeds the registered automobiles.
On Mar. 28, the Clemson Col- all right with just about everyAbout 40 members were able to
legiate Chapter of the FFA had body, I'm glad to say. But I'll
attend the banquet, including the
its regular monthly meeting.
have to admit I almost had
23 new members.
A short business meeting was apoplexy two weeks ago during
Annual
student-faculty
supper
New members include Don Daheld and plans were made to the snow when authorized abvis, physics major from Clinton; will be held in the Food & In- have a social and also to take sences were dished out to all
Ronald Passmore, physics from dustries Building Monday night an educational trip in the near
the students living in the LittleJoanna; O'Dell Weeks, Industrial at 7:00. George Usry, president future.
john Apartments.
lege
and
has
played
numerous
management
major
from
Aiken;
Final plans have been comof the Tiger Brotherhood, urges
pleted by the Clemson Jaycees engagements throughout the Jim Wood, physics major from that all students and faculty Officers were elected for the "Mein Himmel! We had full
Spartanburg; Pete Bloom, indus- members attend this supper in coming 1960-61 school year. professors three times the age of
for the selection of "Miss Clem- state.
trial management major from order to take advantage of the They are: Hugh Knight, a rising those students walking a mile and
son" Friday night in the college
Tom Reid will be master of Landrum.
opportunity to discuss the prob- senior from Bowman; 1st vice- a half to get to class, and I myfieldhouse.
Eleven lovely girls will parade ceremonies for the contest. AdAlso, John Richard Vaughn, lems of student-faculty rela- president, Charles Roache from self spent the time between seven
Pelzer; 2nd vice-president, Ro- and eight in the morning fetchacross the stage beginning at mission will be fifty cents for arts and sciences major from tions.
8 p. m. to open the competition students.
Fountain Inn; Billy Arant, preSupper will be sponsored by bert Hayes, Johns Island; secre- ing instructors to class in my
medicine major from Page- the Tiger Brotherhood and ad- tary, George Jones from Dun- Volkswagen, while students stayfor the coveted title. The winner
land; Bill Ellis, physics maj- mission will be $1.25 for all who can.
will appear in the state finals.
ed at home in a warm bed on
Appearing in evening dresses
(Continued from Page 5) or from Greenville; Vic Hart- attend. Students are reminded Also, treasurer, Joe White, excused absences! I still turn purand bathing suits, the contest- There is not much money in my zog, chemistry major from that this type opportunity can who hails from Clover; reporter, ple at the thought, but Dean
ants will also demonstrate their major, but I enjoy it and that's Reevesville; Lewis Foster, phy- only be made effective through Charles Sparks from Gaffney; Walter Cox and I had a good
ics major from Roebuck.
outstanding talents in the fields what is important."
the cooperation and interest of and sentinel, Jerry Martin, Dil- laugh over my agitation and there
of music, dance and art.
lon.
the
entire student body.
Also,
Harvey
T.
White,
preare no hard feelings."
Bailey has no definite plans
Intermission music will be fur- after graduation, but he would
nished by the Bengals, a college like to play pro ball. "Of
singing group, under the direc- course this is just an idea, but
tion of Randy Mishqe. The group I don't think anyone wants to
recently appeared in the Spring play more than I do." AccordSounds concert held at the col- ing to Bailey, the best game he
ever pitched was his two-hit
shutout of Duke. "I couldn't
ask for a better one, especially
(Continued from Page 4)
since it was against Duke."
cept varsity players. Coach WilIf Bailey's performance this
helm is hoping for a large turnseason is like previous ones,
out of golf supporters. If all comes then the Bengal Nine will have
out right this years golf tour- one asset in their attempt to take
ney should be very interesting.
another ACC championship.

Survey Shows Ample
Day-Student Parking

Sigma Tau Epsilon Initiates
23 Arts & Science Majors

INTERVIEW

Hold Annual
Student-Faculty
Dinner Monday

Complete Final Preparations
For 'Miss Clemson' Contest

College Chapter
Of FFA Elects
New Officers

HENDLEY

tow ARS -m ?

INTRAMURAL

Alr Conditioning—temperatures made to order—
for all-weather comfort. Get a demonstration !
See The Dinah Shore Chevy Show in color Sundays, NBC-TV—
the Pat Boone Chevy Showroom weekly, ABC-TV.

If you see an elephant in this ink blot, your problem is
you've never met one. Because an elephant doesn't
look anything like this blot. Like some of the new
cars, he has a trunk in the front. He also has more
in the way of ears than anyone really needs.
We know about elephants because we have seen
them in the movies. We know about L&M filter cigarettes because we make them.
7_, *'» • ■ . .'*»•

Z

Pctrhwood i-Door Station Wagon

You can learn a lot about elephants by simply looking at them, but you have to smoke an L&M to know
that L&M has found the secret that unlocks flavor in
a filter cigarette. And to know that in today's L*M,
with its patented Miracle Tip, fine tobaccos can be
blended not to suit a filter but to suit your taste.

*

We suggest you go to the movies and look at some
elephants. And try an L&M.

Biseayne 2-Door Sedan

YOU CAN'T BUY ANY CAR FOR LESS... UNLESS IT$ A LOT LESS CAR!
There's no secret about it—Chevrolet
can give you more basic comforts
and conveniences because it makes
more cars and builds them more
efficiently. As a matter of fact, if
other low-priced cars gave you what
Chevy does, they couldn't afford to
be low priced. But see for yourself
what we mean.

You have more ways to GO in Chevy
with 24 engine-transmission combinations to choose from—more than any
other car in the industry. You also get
hydraulic valve lifters in all popular
engines—another Chevy exclusive
that hushes noise to a murmur and
prolongs valve life. Fuel economy?
The new Economy V8 gets up to 10%

more miles on every gallon and Chevy's
Hi-Thrift 6 is famous for the way it
skimps on gas. Credit Full Coil suspension for the unruffled ride—only
Chevy among the leading low-priced
three has the friction-free cushioning
of coil springs in the
rear. Try it for yourself EE^MpSJ
soon—say, tomorrow.
for economical transportation

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for fast delivery, favorable deals
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01960 Liggett & Myers Tobacco i

